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This working p-per follo>"s I.D.S. "'.P. which looksri ?t the 
bnhpvour of subsidiaries of seven Brish multinetionrls on Kenya with 
respect to the generation ~nd Fcouisition of new tBchnology, In this 
study the b^heviour of the seven Kenyan subsidiaries is compered with thet 
of eight Indian subsidiaries. 
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Technical Ch^nge^ and the-. :lult̂ inrtional Corporation: 
Eon- British 1ultin ±ion~l în Kenya and. India 

Introduction 

This research foruses on one "spect of the link between developed 
-nd underdeveloped economies as embodied in the presence of multin~tionel 
firms in Keny-/ ^ h "peirrrry -im of the research h s benn to gauge the different 
response of some multinational firms to the operating conditions in two 
underdeveloped economies as there is a notic~ble • bsence of empirical 
research into the activities of these subsidiaries with respect to the 
generation, nd acquisition of new technology. 

A tot~l of eleven subsidi ries have beed studied. Ten re British 
based end of these four have been studied in both Kenya and Indi? , three in 
Kenya alone and three in India alone. One Dutch based multinational is 
also included in the Indian sample. Detailed investigation has been 
undertaken through the medium of interviews and other supplementary research 
to establish how the subsidiaries of those firms s t "bout obtaining technology 
for their operations an'' how the parent organises the acquisition and genera 
generation of te hnology suitable for the operations of their subsidiaries. 

It should be stressed that no attempt has been mrde to obtain 
detailed quantitative estimates of the operations of these subsidiaries 
or their parents. The mein reason fo this has been that the research hes 
been undertaken in pert in the form of interviews. It is not believed that 
the responses with regard to financial expenditure given in these interviews 
is sufficiently accurate to enable detailed analysis of a precise nature. 
Instead an attempt has been made to draw out the 'qualitative' "spects 
of their activities, focussing less on the precise estimates of expenditure 
on particular activities, but more on whether these activities take place, 
and in what form they occer. 

Some limitations of this study follow; from 
its limited scope. No attempt is made to analyse certain implications 
of technical change to some b^sic interests of the host countries. For 
instance, issues such as whether technical change effected by the multi-
nationals is consistent with factor endowment is not examined. The 
question whether technic"! change h*:s been detrimental to a more appropriate 
end desirable indigenous technology is ~lso not evaluated. These limitations 
of the scope here ere obviously inherent in a short-term study like this. 

The discussion of the research will teke the following form. 
Firstly ?n attempt will be made to define more clearly what is meant by 
technology and to differentiate between change in three spheres of 
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technology - production, product end materials technology. The distinction 
will also be drawn between proprietary end non proprietary technology and be-
tween embodied and disembodied technology. Technical change in the three 
spheres may be • enerated within the subsidiaries or may be obtained from parent 
or non-pnrent sources external to the subsidiary. 

The second section of the rc.search offers a brief description of 
each of the subsidiaries in the sample and compares their relative turnover, 
capital intensity etc. This is followed by a third section which discusses 
the orientation of technical change in the eleven subsidiaries, drawing the 
distinction between changes in production, product and materials technology, 
and change resulting from other inducements. 

The fourth and fifth sections of the research deal with the 
acquisition of new technology. In the former the generation of technical 
change within the subsidiaries is considered and particular attention is 
given to the role of quality control activities in this process. The letter 
section considers the purchase of parent and non-parent technology, and 
distinguishes between the right and the ability of subsidiaries to determine 
their own sources of supply, Consideration is also given to. the types of 
technological collaboration entered into by the subsidiaries. 

The sixth section of the research considers the mechanisms used by 
the seven firms to circulate new technology. Particulrry important her^ is 
th'1 use of disembodied technology DS a mechanism of circulation. This is 
followed by a seventh section which deals with the stimulation of forward and 
hnckwtird linkages as a result of the presence of these seven subsidiaries in 
Kenya and Indi.i, Consideration is given to the nature of entrepreneurship 
which results from these linkages. 

The conclusion follows and sets out the basic results of the research 
It then considers the sources of variance in the behaviour of the subsidiaries 
with regard to the generation and acquisition of new technology, The 
research is concluded by a brief discussion of some other points of interest 
which have arisen, 

I, A Few Introductory Points ^ 

A distinction has been drawn between three spheres of technical 
change in this research. There are changes in production technology, 
changes'in materials technology and changes in product technology. In the c s 
of product technology, three sub-spheres have, been distinguished - product 
innovations, adaptations and differentiations. The recognition of these 
differing spheres it is believed will assist in the under-standing of the 
research results. 
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The distinction has also been drawn between embodied anr' disembodied 
technology. In the cr.se of disembodied technology the. difference bntween 
man-disembodied and firrt-disembadicd technology has bc.?n noted. In the latter 
case, the departure of particul .r str< tegie individuals from the enterprise 
m y lead to a loss of this technology. In the former case, the disembodied 
technology is incornor~.ted in the org nisation of the firm ; nd is not lost with 
the departure of specific, individuals. Similarly the research notes the \ • 
differences between proprietary and non-proprietary technology, and in the 
former case between parent and non-p.-.rent proprietary technology. 

A final introductory point is that the research is concerned with the; 
generation and acquisition of technology by the subsidiaries. The generation 
of technology may result from formalised research nd development activities 
or it may arise, as Katz found in Argentina,through trouble-shooting 
induced changes in the technology. It may also arise, as it is argued in 
the latter part of this research, through quality contra], -ctivities in the 
subsidiary. The ability to acquire technology is itself a technology of a 
disembodied kind, so same attention has also been placed on both the rights 
and the abilities of the subsidiaries to acquire technology independently from 
the parent. 

II. The Sample of Firms, t. «» X. * --U- j- j- A.-. M. Jt » i> • I m 

li3-!. Kenyan Samnlr 
Subsidiaries of seven British multinetions were interviewed. 

Three of these firms wer- in the consumer goods sector, of which two produced 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and byby products. For the other firm in this 
group, the largest in the samole, tea and coffee are the main products. Two 
of the other firms were in the intermediate goods sector. One of these, which 

(o) produces cement 1, is the most capital intensive subsidiary in the sample 
f 3) 

the other, assembles buses, trucks and four-wheel drive vehicles'-
Finally there are two capital goods subsidiaries. One is an engineering design 
and installation firm and the other manufacturers tea processing equipment. 
It is of some value to give a brief description of each of the seven 
subsidiaries in the samnlr?. Table 1 summarises the most important features 
of each of these firms, and table 2 provides an estimate of the degree of 
capital intensity^ 

A number of points emerge from Table 1. The three consumer goods 
industries (pharmaceuticals and tee) all export some of their output, with 
the sh are being particularly high for the tea producer. All three are 
characterised by a high parent share of equity (100 per cent, 100 per cent 
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and n°i.75 per cent respectively)- it is not clear why this should be the case, 
but it may be 'elated to the relative simplicity of these firm's operations 
which means that equity-holdings is a relatively important control-mechanism 
for the parents 5̂̂  (by extension the same should occur in the case of the 
vehicle assembly operation, which is another relatively simple operation -
in this case, however, the government has enforced a local shareholding in 
negotiations to set up the new assembly plant). The two pharmaceutical firms 
have similar import content, but differ in size and propensity to export. 

The two intermediate good firms (cement and vehicle assembly) are 
similar in anamber of areas. Neither exports any output, both have a relatively 
low value added per employee both have a relatively high turnover and a 
relatively low share of parent equity. The main difference between these two 
firms arises with respect to their propensity to import - the vehicle assembler 
has the highest and the cement manufacturer the lowest propensity to 
import of all the firms in the sample. 

The two capital goods firms are characterised by smallness of 
size - they have the lowest turnover, the lowest employment and the smallest 
fixed capital o" the sample. They have s greater tondancy to export and rela-
tively high share of parent equity. The most striking thing about these 
firms is their high level of value added per employee in spite of their small-, 
fixed capital - this suggests that dismbodied technology is an important 
input in their operations. 

Since we are interested to some extent in the production technology 
used by each of these subsidiaries, it would be useful to have some indication 
of the capital-intensity of each subsidiary. The measure which is chosen to 
rcfleet this capital intensity is the value of fixed capital (machinery and 
equipment) per employee. This is the best indicator available, the main 
problem being that it only reflects embodied technology. This works to the 
disadvantage of Firm F and, to a lesser extent, of Firm C, bath of which 
have invested resources in human capital. Another disadvantage of this 
measure is that it works to the.disadvantage of firms with an old stock of 
capital - that is Firms C and F. 

The cement producer emerges as the most capital intensive firm in th 
sample. It is followed by the two pharmaceutical firms. The similarity o " 
the ratio for these two firms represents the similarity of their operations 
(mixing ingredients, pressing pills and packaging). The low figure represent. 
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for the vehicle assembler reflects the fact that this subsidiary only assembles 
at i simple level. The tea nroducer dlso appears to be labour intensive, 
despite the f ct that the value of its fixed capital in aggregate terms is 
the largest of all the firms in the sample - this partly reflects the labour 
intensity of tea and cofFee cultivation and partly the fact that much of its 
capital is held in the orm of land, rather than machinery. The two capital 
goods producers are the most labour intensive firms in the sample. This is not 
unexpected and, as already mentioned, leads to the observation that the dise-
mbodied technological input for those firms is probably high. 

(b) Indian Sample 
Subsidiaries of eight multinationals were interviewed in India, 

seven of which were British firms and one of which was Dutch. Four of these 
subsidiaries (two pharmaceuticals, one edible oils and soap and one tea 
and ,/ products)were predominantly producers of consumer goods, although 
they did also manufacture some intermediate goods. The other four subsidiaries 
were mainly concerned with tho production of intermediate goods (i.e. vehicle 
assembly, electronics, tyres and packaging materials.) The basic ••"' 
characteristics of these eight subsidiaries are shown in table 1. 

In spite of government policy that majority ownership should be 
Indian, particularly in low technology sectors, all of the subsidiaries 
are owned predominantly by the parent. The relatively high share of parent 
held equity in the tea producer in perhaps explained by the fact that the 
relatively low technology involved requires the parent to exercise control 
through equity holding, rather than through technological links. 

Only the tea producer, the tyre manufacturer and the vehicle 
assembler show a sizeable proportion of exports as a percentage of sales. In 
all cases imports are a small proportion of sales. It is perhaps suprising 
that the range of value of salr's per employee in the different subsidiaries 
does not vary more widely (with a maximum of f.5457 and a minimum of €2376), 
since the range of activities varies so widely. 

Measuring capital intensity by the written down value of capital 
per employee (table P.) the most capital intensive of the Indian subsidiaries 
are the vehicle assembling and tyre producing subsidiaries. These are 
vollowed by the two pharmecouticel subsidiaries (with a broadly similar 
range), then the electronics firm, the packaging subsidiary, .The tea producer 
appears to be the least capital intensive of the subsidiaries. 
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(c) Comparison of Kenĵ ji ajTcl. Ijidian Samples. 

A total of eleven different firms were studied in the two countries. 
Of these four firms were studied in both India and Kenya (tea. and alied 
products, two pharmeceutical firms and one vehicle assembler). Three firms 
were studied only in Kenya (cement, refrigeration and rngineering design, 
and tea machinery) and four only in India (electronics, edible oils etc, 
tyres and packaging materials). Comparison between the Indian and Kenyan 

compounded 
subsidiaries is of course / by the familiar problem of choosing 
a suitable measure of value. The method chosen has been to convert local 
currencies to the unit of account of the parent (with the exception of the 
Dutch subsidiary), that is pounds sterling. Tnis is considered as the least 
worst alternative available and if not too much precision is required, it does 
allow some meaningful comparison. 

The most striking difference between the two samples id their relative 
size; Only one Indian subsidiary (c, a pharmeceutical producer) is smaller 
than any one of the Kenyan subsidiaries and in all four cases where matching 
subsidiaries were studied, the Indian subsidiary had a larger turnover. The 
turnover of the largest Kenyan subsidiary was. only 27, of the size of that the 
largest Indian subsidiary, and that of the smallest Kenyan subsidiary was 
1 2̂ - of thn turnover smallest Indian subsidiary. 

The second striking difference between the two samples is their 
situation with regard to foreign trade. In all four matching cases the share 
of export in sales for the Kenyan subsidiaries was higher as was the share 
of imparts in sales. The evidence form the non-matching subsidiaries (with 
the exception of zero exports by the Kenyan cement producer) confirms this 
pattern.11 1 

Capacity utilisation in Kenya was generally higher than that in 
India, as was the share of equity held by the parent. Employment and the 
value of fixed capital tended to be higher in India and this, reflects the 
relatively large size of the Indian subsidiaries noted a'.iove. There is a 
clear tendency for the Indian subsidiaries to be more capital intensive 
than the Kenyan ones (see table 2). The likely explanation for this 
phenomenon is one of the product composition of the subsidiaries - for examnl' 
the Indian vehicle assembling vehicles, olant manufactures" components and 
presses bodies as well as assembling vehicles while its Kenyan counterpart 
only partially assembles its products. 
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Table 1: ccnti nued 

lucts 

Tea and allied 
products 

Kciya India 

Tea, 
Coffee, 
Instant 
tea, 
Cinchona 
Tara 

Tea 
Coffee 
Splces, 
Oleorosln 

Pharmaceutl cals 
etc. 

Kenya India 

Ccugh 
tablets, 
Baby 
foods, 
Pharmac-
euticals 

Pharmac-
euticals, 
Baby 
f oods, 
Contra-
ceptives 

Pharmaceuticals 
etc. 

Kenya India 

Cos-
metics 
and 
toile-
tries, 
Pharmac-
out! cals 
Agro-
Cheml-
csls 

Insulin, 
VI t-
ainins, 
Pent- •• 
fcmin 
Agro-
rChcml-
cals 

Cement 

Kenya 

Portland 
cement 

Vehicle assembly 

Kenyan-

Vehicle 
asser.bly 

India 

Chasses 
Vehicles 
Industrial 
Engines 

Refrigerations 
and engineering 
design 
Kenya 

Design and 
Installation of 
air condi tioning 
and 
refrigeration 

Tea machinery 

Kenya 

Tea handling 
drying and 
conveying 
equipment 
Factory 
design 

Electronics kdlble oils 
soaps, etc. 

Indl: 

lamps, rauic 
Ci nema 
Projections, 
Sound equip-
ment, TV 
scientific 
Equipment, 
X Ray 
equipment 

idir 

oils, 
soaps 
detergents 
tooth 
paste 
otc. 

Tyres •{ Packag-
ing ma-
terials 

India India 

Car 
and 
cycle 
tyres 
and 
tubes 

Metal 
con* 
tainers, 
Crown 
corks 
Piper 
Pack- -
ages 
Plastic 
bottles 
etc. 
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T-,bi•. Fixed Capital pcr Emplpyge 
€ 

Ty- -nd Pharmaceutic-; Phnrmr ceuti-
allied products.cals, etc.teals, etc. i 

1 i 

— 0 — r — F u H l i J 
Cement. Vehicle ! Refrigeration Tea : Electro- Fdible oils Tyres 

1 pssemh-ly ; & engineering Machin-, nics ; so-os, etc. 
j design r.ery ! . j 

R 
Packaging 
Materials 

Kenyp't Indi=? Kenya India Kenya;India 
t 1 1 i 

Keny" ' Kenya! IndipjKenya Kenya [ Indi- ! Indir ' Indi* 
I 1 i . . . 1 1.. .1 

Indi" 

T i Originel j ? n N 5 . ,^471, na 
value | ) 

— p " 1 ! n r j ! • ; 
NA i !MA 17,39" i NA 1 MA j 115 N A ' N A i N A — 1 

NA 

Written j 
Down |12? 1242 7*2: 1,254 
value 

! J -729 995 
! j I I ! • 
la,150 '9S 11,577 39 53 '733 ; NA ; 1,45-
1 i ' ' ^ 

1 
4-2 

NA: Not -vailable. 
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III. The Crientatian of Teeh_nica_I Change 
fTach of the subsidiaries were asked to describe the main reasons 

inducing them to introduce new technology and also which sphares of 
technology most concerned them with respect to technical change. [As 

have seen there *rf three sphires in which change can take place and 
frequently lir&s '.rise between these sphares so that changes in one may lead 
to changes on --.nother). The subsidiaries were further asked whether government 
regulations or pressures or other factors were *>n inducement to technical 
change. The purpose of these enquiries was to establish whether there exist 
any common patterns which might suggest that certain types of firms are 
more concerned with change in a particular sphere of technology. 

(a) Kenyan Samp.le 
Production Technology and Topjinjca_l_ Change 
The main concern with regard to production technology lies in the 

reduction of unit costs. Two of the subsidiaries, tea producing and tea 
processing machinery were very concerned with the reduction of unit costs. 
Two other subsidiaries - cement and pharmaceuticals (c) - were moderately 
concerned and the other three subsidiaries did not consider that reduction 
of unit costs was an important consideration for thern. The main points are 
summarised in table 3. 

None of the subsidiaries were led to change production technology 
due to the use of local inputs, as import licences were freely available. 
Climatic conditions were also not a strong inducement to change in production 
technology, since climatic conditions on Nairobi (where all seven subsidiaries 
are situated) are temperate tather than tropical. 

(i) Strong motivation for reduction in unit costs 
The reasons for this strong desire to save unit costs in the tea 

subsidiary are clear. Firstly it is difficult to differentiate either 
tea or coffee by changes in product and in any case this subsidiary has a 
joint marketing agreement with most other tea producers to market tea in 
the local market. There is therefore little scope for the sort of product 
differentiation which would enable the firm to increase or maintain 
profit margins in a competitive market without reducing unit costs.-
Secondly the Kenyan subsidiary is operating in a competitive market and is 
squeezed at both ends. International competition is intense from other firms 
and from other subsidiaries in the Group. Locally the subsidiary is also 
under some pressure as Africanisation of the economy is largely focussed 
on the agricultural sector and small-holder tea cultivation is expanding 
.'ith government support. The subsidiary is therefore forced to concern itself 
with cost reduction in order to maintain its margins. 
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The main hi is of this cost reduction is the saving of inputs such 
as fertiliser, herbicides and Fuel. The subsidiary is currently focussing less 
attention on saving labour costs, partly because labour is abundant and 
relatively cheap, partly because of the political consequences involved, 
partly because of the adjustment to new energy and fertiliser costs and.partly 
because no suitable labour saving method of nlucking has been develooed. nevertheless 
Savings of labour in past years have / been considerable. For.example 
labour input per hectare on tea estates dropped from an average of 2.9 per •' • ~ 
hectare in 1950 to 1.5 per hectare in 1972/,3; similar gains in labour pro-
ductivity have been made in processing tea as well. Langdon argu^that 
tine experience in South Asia has taught the company to shed as much labour 

M as possible while it had the freedom to do so 1 J, 

In addition to this focus en the saving of inputs, the subsidiary 
is concerned to increase the productivity of its capital. In this case 
capital is held in the form of land, rather than machinery and equipment and 
considerable increases in output par acre have been achieved over the 
years through land intensification practices. 

This cost reduction has been achieved by a combination of efforts. 
The introduction of herbicides end fertilisers has come with the assistance 
nf multinational agro-chemical firms opt rating in Kenya. To some extent 
cost saving also result from the subsidiary's own efforts -- new strains of tara 
trues ;nd vegetative production tea. hushes were developed in trial nrogrammes 
and some benefit has also nrisen from disembodied technical change in the sub-
sidiary such us the introduction of batter supervision over tea pluckers. 
Other subsidiaries in the group have also been of assistance and there has been 
Q transfe - oT growing, cultivating and processing practices from other 
subsidiaries of the Group in South Asia, 

Cost saving has been the main inducement to the manufacturer of 
tea processing machinery. Indeed it is partly for this reason that the firm 
moved its tea-equipment manufacture from the United Kingdom to Kenya. 
The dominant activity of this firm is the fabrication of machinery and, 
because demand is too small to allow for production line assembly, the 
production technology is labour intensive. Technical progress in production 
is predominantly disembodied and as the l:-bour force has increased in skill, 
unit costs of production (in real terms) havr decreased. 

(ii) Moderate Inducement to reduc unit costs. 
The cement subsidiary appears to have little capability to change tha 

core technology ^materials processing" in Pack's terms ̂ which it uses 
Some cost saving associated with small tasks such as 
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cleaning whirr labour has been substituted for the machinery which would be 
us -i in high-wage eonomy. Their i., .in concern is the reduction of energy 
costs and they ri giving some thought, in collaboration with the parent, 
to burning waste materials as a source of energy - there is no sign that this 
h:.s yet led to specific measures. Changes in production technology basically 
.•rise from improvements introduced by machinery suppliers, 'njt once again 
this does not refer to the core technology as there have been no changes made 
to the original core process and there are no concrete plans for expansion. 

(C) 

One pharmaceuticals subsidiary/reported that cost reduction was 
of moderate importance, For example scale economies.have led them to 
develop their own tube-filling production technology, 

(iii) '•Veak inducement to reduce costs. 

For the other pharmaceuticals subsidiary (g) , the growth of the 
market has led to the introduction of new.machinery for making pills as 
economics of scale arise ;n this activity. Out this was considered only 

a weak inducement to reduce costs , 

The vehicle rssembling subsidi; ry assembles vehicles from kits. 
There has been little scone for cost reduction in the past as scale (2,700 unit 
per year) has been too small to allow for assembly line operations. They 
are however in the process of building a larger plant with increased 
capacity (4,000 units u year) and the introduction of an assembly line 
should lead to a marginal reduction in unit coats. This technic: .1 change is 
obviously of the firm-disembodied kind. There is also some sign that the 
move to the new plant will be associated with the use of new production 
techniques which are more capital intensive (e.g. pneumatic rivet guns will 
be used) and this change, too, should be associated with marginal savings in 
unit costs. 

In the cage of engineering design activities there is little scope 
for cost reduction, and the main savings are to be made in installation. The 
main cost savings in installation result from changes of a disembodied 
nature* such as the shift from site to workshop assembly in order to save 
labour by making supervision more effective. Although there is not much 
scope for changes in production technelogy, there is evidence that this 
subsidiary does have, and has used its own technological capability. One 
example of this concerns a large contract For about £300,000, The original 
intention was to install ",'estinghouse 'ir-conditioners made in America, 
On visiting the V/estinghouse plan!: in the United States, however, it became 
clear that the eouiprnent to be installed was of a. simple nature. The firm 
therefore bought two of these air-conditioners, and took them to pieces to 
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understand the principles of manufacture. They then imported some ̂ e.rts 
and fabric, ted 1000 units themselves. The motivation was cost-saving 
and the saving realised was about £50,000. 

Product Technology, and_ Jechnic?!. Change_ 

There are three types of technical change in the sphere of product 
technology - product innovation, product differentiation and product adaptatio 
Both extremes are represented in the sample of subsidiaries. In the case of 
the pharmaceutical subsidiaries product technology is of primary importance, 
while in the case of the cement producer there is no sign of product 
innovation, differentiation or adaptation. The other subsidiaries are all 
concerned to soma extent with product technology. 

(i) Product innovation. 

F-'or the two pharmaceutical subsidiaries, the introduction of new 
products is an important weapon in their competitive armoury. B, for 
example was established in l< nya with a range of four products - at 
present it produces twenty-two different products. Its competitor, too, 
hnr' introduced new product since its takeover of a Kenyan firm five years 
ago. 

The tea__subsidiary is attempting to diversify its product mix by 
introducing new products. This is a policy of the parent as well, and the 
decision to produc." instant tea partly reflects this - Kenya has been chosen 
by the Croup as the site of the instant tea plant. Other products introduced 
in Kenya are related to tea and coffee cultivation, such as cinchona and 
t>,ra which are both products derived from agricultural products. It is the 
general policy of the firm to try r.nd extend the range of these products 
and they ure searching for other possibilities, particularly in the area 
of intermediate, rather than consumption products. 

The vehicle assembly subsidiary has recently introduced a new 
luxury four-wheel drive vehicle on to the local market, but this is the 
only sign of product innovation in recent pears. In fact, in line with its 
parent's policy in Britain, thr' subsidiary is in the process of removing 
certain types of vehicle from its output mix, as the mix is too diversified 
to allow for scale economies. 

(ii) Product differentiation. 
The two pharmaceutical firms, in line with their strong orientatio 

on product technology, both differentiate some of their product lines. Th 
extent of differentiation is small relative to the parents' operations in 
Britain and their main concern .-ith differentiation is to buid-up brand 
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name loyalty, rath T than to introduce more than one brand of any particular 

(9) product. Advertising expenditure os high as one would expect*- ' . 
(iii) Product Adapt ̂tion. 
Product adaptation is of great importance in the pharmaceutical 

industry, both for technical and market reasons. Because of the difference 
in climat v between Britain and K nya, sonr changes hav to be. made to products 
to ensure their 'stability' in local climatic conditions. Changes also 
h ve to be made in the product to reflect the taste of the market. For example, 
Firm B dominates the market for cough sweets and tablets, "'lien the product 
was formulated, it was recognised that the local market liked to feel the 
'strength' of the product and so a high content of menthol was added to e j 
prod ct which therapeutically is no different to other products on the 
loc?l market, Nearly all of the products sold by the two subsidiaries are 
•--daoted to local conditions. 

In the manufacture of tee processing machinery, product adaptation 
is an important factor for the firm and is a source of its success in the loc; 1 
market. Const-nt changes are made in product to satisfy the needs of 
individual customers end seldom are two identical m achines produced. This 
adaptation to local conditions does not however lead to changes in production 
technology as the method of production by the subsidiary remains constant. 
The main changes introduced by this subsidiary are designed to simplify 
equipment to reduce the need for skilled maintenance staff by the user. 

Engineering design, as in the case of tea machinery, implies 
adapting to the specific needs o f customers. The subsidiary works from esta-• 
blished engineering principles, and then designs to meet the customer's 
needs. In some cases the adantation required is of minor importance, while 
in others significant changes have to be made to designs which had been 
used in the past. The main changes introduced by this subsidiary in its 
designs are aimed to reduce the need for skilled maintenance labour and 
to reduce capital costs. (This even occurs at the expense of high recurrent 
costs as government tenders are awarded on the basis of lowest capital cost 
irrespective of recurrent costs). 

Materials T--chnoloay and Technical Change 
The nature of the inputs vailable in Kenya has been a factor in 

technical change in the case of two of the subsidiaries in the sample. The 
tea producing subsidiary has pioneered the use of Simozine and Gramoxone weed 
control herbicides in conjunction with a subsidiary of another multinational 
in Kenya, This has had an effect, on the production technology used by 
the firm. The cement producer has had to make its choice of equipment 
contingent upon the nature of the raw materials available in Kenya, which 
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are different to those available in Europe. Although this has meant a 
choice of specialised rquinment, this has been readily obtainable and no ne!</ 
advances in production technology have been required. 

Other Inducnjnents tp._tf•chnical change 
Surprisingly, there were few other inducements to technical charge 

reported by the sample firms. In the case of one of the pharmaceutical 
subsidiaries (B), the decision to expand the portfolio of products from 
four to twenty-two resulted to some extent from the imposition of tariffs by 
the government. The same firm has been induced to reformulate one of its pro-
ducts by the different market taste in an export market ̂ ^ t One other 
inducement was reported by the cement producer. In its case the long lead-
time on deliveries from Eurone sometimes forced it to make minor s daptations 
itself or to aporoach the foundry at the Railways Workshops to fabricate 
spares. This is not a frequent occurrance. 

Clearly these different aspects of technical change are not isolated 
from each other and changes in product and materials technology have often 
led to changes in production technology. Instant tea production is a good • 
example of this where a product innovation has led to the development of a 
complex production technology^ On the materials side, the availability 
of new pesticides has had some effect in changing the cultivating practices 
of the same subsidiary. Th re are however many cases when changes in product 
and materials have little impact uoon production technology. The tea process-
ing machinery subsidiary for example has m.:de some adaptations to its products 
over the years, but this cannot ba said to havp led to any changes in its 
production or materials technology. 

Table 3 summarises the criantction of technical change for the 
seven subsidiaries and compares them with the Indian sample. It is clear 
that whila all of thu subsidiaries .̂re concerned with cost reduction, this is 
only an important consideration for two of them - tea production, (which is 
very competitive and in which therr exists littl" scope for product differen-
tiation as a substitute for cost ruduction)}and tea processing machinery which 
has situated its subsidiary in Keny-"3 largely because of cost factors. 

The pharmaceutical industry is characterised by non price 
competition at the global level and this is reflected in the operations of th 
two Kenyan subsidiaries who both register - strong response to all three fcr 
of product technology. The only form of oroduct technology relevant to th-
other consumer good subsidiary (tea) is the introduction of new products 
and this reflects the aim of the firm to diversify out of its dependence on 
tea. 
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The two capital goods Tirms (engineering design and tea machinery) 

have a common orientation on adaptation of products. This is probably a factor 
common to the capital goods industry at both the Kenyan and the global level 
.hare there exist few economies of sc. la 12 and production is invariably 
tailored to the needs of customers. There exist no common factors specific 
to the two intermediate goods firms. 

Another interesting point which emerges from this table is that 
there is little evidence of material input or any other factors inducing 
technical change. 

(b) Indian Sample 
Production Technology and Technical. Change 

Til. Reduction of costs, s.un inducement.to.,technical.change. 
Cost reduction as a motivation for roc meal change die not appear 

to be important in r\y o these industries. Almost all companies, 
generalized saying that cost reduc'ion would be in their interest, Ê ut 
it did not appear to be an important inducement to bechnical changes . 
The reasons for this lack of concern with regard to cost reduction is 
that most of the companies were dominant in the home market. Because of 
economic planning and heavy investment, India has steadily developed an 
inflationary pressure which acted as a brake on any plans of cost reduction. 
!'/ost importontly, all the firms were marketing differentiated products, 
with brand names and trade m arks, cnd this enabled them to carry forward 
some of the increased costs to the consumer. In some commodities where 
these subsidiaries operated, the Government pursued a price control policy. 
This was true of edible oils, drugs and tyres. But the tremendous demand 
for these commodities and high profit margin available to the firms 
hardly induced them to no into cost reduction. Thus littl of new production 
technology emanated from the desire to reduce costs for domestic sales 

l'Jith regard to exports, most of the products being treated by the 
Government of India as 'non-tradition 1 exports', receive 'compensatory 
ssistance' to counter the rising cost element. Further, exports constituted 
an extremely small proportion of total sales except in tea. 

(ii) Technical Adaptation and Production Technology. 
Companies in all industries emphasized that they needed to adapt 

production technology imported from their parent. For India is a tropical 
country, with relatively low level of skills, different facilities in terms 
of infrastructure, etc and these companies had to adapt production technology. 
his, they all argued, is rainforced by the technical laboratories which are 
'ssociated with factories and which anable them to adapt their technology 
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In the electronic company this adaptation has become very important. 

For instance} the problem of erosion is a different magnitude in India, 
and needs special treatment. Special loquers had been developed to suit 
Indian requirements. Machines have also to be adapted. 

(iii) Adaptation to Inputs and Production Technology 
while using local raw materials the production technology may have 

to be adapted. Thus all the companies interviewed said that they had to adapt 
their production process to suit the local raw materials. In some companies 
now processes had to be introduced. 

The company dealing with edible oils, soaps etc had to introduce new 
processes to use local raw materials. It is also developing a new process 
for manufacturing synthetic fatty acids from paraffin \ to meet the hard 
soap requirement. In this respect the parent has no previous experience. 

Company B dealing in pharmaceuticals ~lso claimed that it 
had to introduce a major change in production technology. Previously, the 
company used to import Hecogerin as the basic raw material for the 
Betamethasone process. Now, it h-s developed a process to use diosgenin, 
an indigenous raw materials. 

Product. Technology . -nd_ Technical Ghana' 

Development of new products and adaptation of products already 
produced by th>. parent have been en important source of technical change 
in India. Both these factors are motivated primarily by the distinct market 
conditions that th^ subsidiaries have to confront. Apart from ' 
environmental factors, they hnve to operate in a different cultural and 
social fmmework. While in some cases the subsidiaries have introduced 
products without little change, in other cases either new products had to be 
developed or they had to be substantially adapted: 

(i) Product Innovation 
The edible oils subsidiary could not just produce 

magarine in Indi,The Pood habits of Indian people demanded an introduction 
of a different product meeting the same requirement. Thus, vegetable ghee 
was introduced in which the company in the initial period held a complete 
monopoly in the market. 

Similarly, a new product was introduced in the field of tooth pester. 
An attempt was also made to introduce new semi--cooked food products based on 
Indian food items. The technology for these products was developed 
simult neously in somt other Government research organizations. But, 
the introduction of these products on commercial scale was /Un" lŷ ilnis 
subsidiary. However, the Company has had to discontinuation the production 
of these processtdrifood products bec ause of Government discouragement thre . of hna\/V "1 nHn ronl- J- J ' 
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The te company, t sed on domestic raw materials, generated little 
new technical change in raw mrteri^Is. But, under the pressure of, The Foreign 
rxch"n- e Restriction <\ct (FER'O it has to go into th: production of commodities 
which re icied purely for export. (it has bran trying to develop local meat 
"or exports). Further, there has heen a d -vclopment of oleoresin from spices. 
Doth these changes, however, emanated from the research done in the parent 
company which has been transferred to the subsidiary for production. In 
particular the parent h s ottier subsidiaries producing cnrniSd beef for export. 

The electronic company also claims to h-'vo introduced new products 
exclusively to the Indian markets. This includes various types of lamps and 
the development of piezone electric pick-up elements for record players 
produced from indigenous r<">w materials. 

(ii) Product Differentiation. With the exception at the manufacturer 
of packaging materials, all of the subsidiaries were inclined to differentiate 
their products on response to competitive pressures. 

(iii) Product Adaptation Doth p her mac rut, j cal companies 
hve adapted the products to suit Indi"n consumer needs in terms of colour, 
taste and packaging. Out there is little evidence that these two firms have 
developed any new products which have riot been produced by the p.rent or 
its subsidiaries. In fact, company C sends samples of its so adapted products 
to its parent company for its final approval. 

In the vehicle industry, no new mode] could be introduced by the 
subsidirry. As a result all the vehicles produced by the company are adapted 
to suit the environmental conditions of India, su 'h as road conditions weather, 
etc. Even the distinctly different passenger c r model.which has been developed 
for export is an adaptation of the parent company model. 

In the tyre industry thn thrust of technical change is again on .- ' r 
adaptation of thi- products that the p irent is producing. Thus many products 
introduced in the Indian market are those which have been produced by the parent, 
but have been daoted by the subsidiary to meet the lac-1 environment. 
Subsidie.rly on the cse -of the packaging industry, the emphasis is an adapting 
the product to suit Indian conditions. 

Materials Technology gnd̂  Technical phancje 
The most important field of technical change has been in material use. 

~he exol- nation for this lies essentially in the role of Government policy. 
Due to extreme shortage of foreign exch-inga, the Government of India has imposed 
serious restrictions on import of raw materials. As a result, all the companies 
O' the sample h~ve to a large patent been forced to use local substitutes. 
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Th" imnort content of these firms, in terms of material, (which has been 
"i 

calculated in the previous section) has declined mainly because of this 
restriction. The cheapness or some local raw materials has also, of course, 
encouraged this tendency, but thus has been lesser inportanc than the 
effects of government policy. 

The edible oils, soaps etc subsidiary which processes raw materials 
amounting to 60-70 par cent of tot -1 expenditure has developed the use of a 
large number of local raw materials. This company's products depend mainly 
on vegetable oils. Hence, it concentrated on substituting local vegetable 
oils for the imported material. Thus new oils such as castor oil, rice bran 
oil, Kusum oil, neem oil, sal fat are being used as raw materials for soap 
making. Formerly, these oils were considered unsuitable far soap making 
because they had a different composition altogether as in the case of castor 
oil, or because they had other components which demanded adaptation of 
soap making process. Similarly, it has developed a local substitute for its 
perfumery ingredients and new essential oils. A new base for making tooth 
paste which claimed superior cleaning properties has been developed based on 
Indian raw materials. 

In the pharmaceutical comp- ni s, the import content is higher. Yet, 
under pressure of the Government's policy, they are also directing their 
technical change towards import substitutes. Compay B claims to have made 
substitution of local raw materials nd semi-processed products. However, no 
specific instance is given. Company C, on tha other hands, has made same 
attempts to substitut' local materials in those areas of production which 
are \ second / of production of the company. There is no import 
substitution in the case of insulin, its main product. 

In the _t̂ re_ industry, the company is fairly well placed to 
subsitute loci processed r~w materials. For, due to various factors 
(including Government policy],processed r w materials are available. 
Almost all of these materials are produced in India, some of them with 
foreign technic. 1 collaboration. Fvcn nylon tyre cord suitable for the 
automotive tyrr industry is produced in India. Another important chemical 
needed in large nuantiti s in the tyre industry is carbon black. Production 
in India started in 19C2 by a major multinational (indeed carbon black is 
exported to . number of countries, including Kenya), 

The packaging subsidiary claims that it has introduced massive imn 
substitution in material use. It has established the suitability of Indian 
tin plate for almost all end-usss except for a few highly critical foodstu " , 
It is also claims that - new decorative material has been developed and t̂  
company has succeeded in developing the local manufacture of a complete 
range of decoration material r,nd that i t ^ p r r h i r n r n n i i t r r m o n f c •nv»'-> m n f Kv -
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(c) Comp rispn of Ken\ -.n and Indian Samples. 
In general it can be said that where is the Kenyan subsidiaries are 

induced to introduce new technology 4'6r predominantly product requirements, 
the Indian subsidi rit's arc affected by the need to change production and 
materials technology ns well. 

In the sphere of production technology, there is some evidence that 
subsidiaries in Kenya are <oncurned with cost reduction. This is less "p 
apparrent in the Indian subsidiaries where as it appears that there is 
greater leeway in passing on costs to the consumer. There is no idence 
of changes in production technology in Kenya which ware dictated by 
climatic conditions, nor by the need to adapt to the use of local inputs. 
By contrast in India, both of these factors, and in particular the need to ada 
to local inputs, were considerations which induced changes in production 
technology. 

In the sphere of product tic!inology, both Kenyan and Indian sub—' 
sidiaries were induced to make changes. In Kenya these changes were pre-
dominantly connected with the three consumer goods industries, although the 
two capital goods subsidiaries were • Iso induced to adapt their product 
technology. In Indi the nead tc change product technology was apparrent in 
all of the subsidiaries, with particular importance being placed on product 
adaptation and differentiation. 

These was little evidence that changes in materials technology 
were induced in Kenya, but some evidence of this in India where a number 
of subsidiaries developed new inputs largely in response to government 
pressure. 

The difference in the effect of government pressure on subsidiary 
beh'-viour in the two countries is the most obvious difference between the 
two samples. Indian government policy which offers multin. tionals the 
choice of divesting gradually or of moving into priority industries or 
increased exports appears to have been successful in prompting product 
innovation (eg the manufacture of ball bearings by the packaging materials 
manufacturer). Another important aspect of Indian government policy 
has been the strong pressure to import substitution which induced changes in 
both production and materials technology as firms adapted to the use of local 
inputs. 

IV. Technical Change Generated '•'/ithin the Subsidiary . 
Given the orientation of technical change in each of the sub-

sidiaries as discusscd in the previous section it is of interest to 
establish the means which these subsidiaries use in generating new technology. 
Technical change arises from the application of science and technology to 
production and the mora complex the technology the greater the input of 
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science and technology which is required. However the nature of the operations 
of the eleven subsidiaries in the sample makes its unlikely that there will 
be significantly large input of this formalised Research and Development and 
it is more likely that technic-1 change will result from marginal changes to 
existing production techninues, products and materials, 

'Research and Development' is an aggregative concept which marks a 
number of different types of activity. Since we are focussing on the 
operations of particular subsidiaries, there is some point in trying to dis-
aggregate this set of ideas. One attempt has bean made by the OFCD (1969) 
which although it is addressed to the compilation of macro-economic statistics 
on Research and Development, does provide a useful framework for this 
dis- ggregation. The OFHD manual defines three relevant concepts - Basic 
Research, Applied Research and Experimental Development. 

(i) !'!>,nic Research is original investigation undertaken in order 
to gain new acientific knowledge and understanding. It is not primarily directo 
towards any specific aim or application .... The results of basic research 
•re generally non-negotiable and are usually published in scientific 
journals and circulated to interest ad colleagues" '(p 9/10'j. "In pure 
baric research the organisation employing the investigator will normally 
direct his work towards field of presĉ nt or potential s cientific, economic 
or social interest" (p 10). 

(i.i) "Appli d research is also original investig ation undertaken 
in order to gain new scientific or technical knowledge. It is, however, direct. J 
nrim -rily towards a specific pr- ctical aim or objective "P9 "The 
results of .pplled research .-'re intended primarily to be valid for a single 
or limited number of products, methods or systems. Applied rarerrch develops 
ideas into operational form" (piu). 

(iii) "Experimental development is the use of scientific knowledge 
in order to produce new or substantially improvt d materials, devices, products 
processes, systems or services ... Although not all development activity 
is of an experimental nature, experimentation is a domin~nt characteristic 
of this phase of development" fpio). 

The Frasc tti manual recognises that the delineation between these 
three categories is not always clear and arbitrary decisions in this respect 
may have to be m idr in classifying certain activities. In addition to th 
three activities, thare are number of borderline cases in which the 
activities of - firm/institution may not be easily classifiable, Thr. 
main ambiguities arise in the case of prototypes, pilot plants and tri 
production runs. 
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(iv) There is one further typ of activity v/ithin the operations 

oc these subsidiaries which may lee.fi to technical change and this is Quality 
Control, "ost of these subsidiary operate to nrodur.t specifications laid 
down by the parents nd equality control is undertaken to ensure that these: 
standards err met. If these standards .re not met charries may have to he 
made, in product technology (e.g. reformul, tions), pro^cti^nptec|.inojLo ŵ i n p u t 

(e.g. new packing machinery) or materials technology/ So technical 
chair may well result from quality control and it is the case that for some 
of t ie subsidiaries there is no, form of established experiment. :1 development 
or adaptative activities, and the only source of technical change may be throu 
uality control activities. Neither the OECD nor the United States 
National Science Foundation include quality control activities within the 
course of research and development (14). 

(a) Kenyan Sample 
(i) Basic Research 
It is not surprising that none of the subsidiaries showed any 

sign of undertaking any basic research, because even at the gloabal 
scale it is unlikely that any multinationals would undertake either pure, 
or orientpd basic research. In terms of the international division of 
scientific effort, most basic research is undertaken by Government bodies, 
universities end other research institutes. Much of the output of basic 
r !sc~rch is non-proprietary in nature and this is perhaps one of the 
factors which leads to the abstention of multinationals in undertaking 
basic research. 

(i i) App].ied Research 
Given the operating conditions oT the eleven subsidiaries in the 

sample there is no reason to expect ny of them to undertake applied 
research (15). Fven in the case of the parents of these subsidiaries, 
size is an imnortapt constraint and not all of the firms are large enough 
to undertake applied besearch. For' example, the tea firm in this study 
has worldwide as of over £379,000,000 and sincc 1973 has undertaken 
some gppllod research at a cost of about £750,000 per year. It Ivs recently 
decided to bring this research programme to an end. 

(iii) Experimental Orjyelopnu Tit 
The conceptual borderline bet-aeon experimental development and 

-deptation to local environment and market conditions is difficult to 
define. In some cases adaptation miy require experimental development at 
- complex technological level, while in other cases (as for example in the 
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product reformulations by the two pharmaceutical firms) little technological 
complexity may be involved, In any case, f.ll adaptation will to some extent 
require experimental development, if only to see whether the product is 
acceptable to consumers, It has been dccided, therefore, to include 
adaptetive activities within the concept of experimental development, particu-
larly when discussing the commitment in manpower and finance by the firm . 
This is because the same personnel sre generally involved in both activities 
and it is difficult to differentiate: between these two aspects. Where possibl 
in the discussion, the distinction will be drawn between those activities 
which are experimental development proper and those which involve relatively 
simple' edaptntions. 

Of the seven subsidiaries only four undertook any form of 
experimental development (table 4), The subsidiaries without this activity 
we:rc one of the pharmaceutical firms (o), the cement producer and the 
vehicle assembler. In the case of the cement firm, the technology appears 
to have been too 'complex' for their limited technical skills while in the 
case of the vehicle assembling subsidiary, the nature of the assembly 
operations appears to have been too 'simple' to have allowed for experimental 
development. The pharmaceutical firm in ruestion stands in contrast to its 
competitor (C) which die) undertake soma experimental develoomant, with 
much the same product mix as B, 

Until recently, the tc subsidiary was involved in industry-wide 
rera'arnh on hail suaoression (running 1 cost of <?bout fl.l million 
per ye;r), but this programme h s been h ̂ted because of lack of results. 
This firm is also involved in the development of agricultural techniques 
such ns herbicide-use ns well as the; use of a computer to establish 
optimal fertiliser patterns.but this is done in collaboration with sub-
sidiaries of other multinational chemical firms. Firm A does h~ve a 
sm'll 1 boratory .nd most of its work.concerns experimental introduction 
and analysis of now strains of plants. 

As we ĥ ve seen this firm is in tha nrocess of commissioning an 
instant tea plant. Tha technology or this tea plan is complex and follows 
on tan years of applied research and experimental development. Even 
now the technology is not satisfactory r. nd the investment is predominantly 
defensive one so that the Group as a whole will not be left behind in the 
generation of instant tra technology and will be able to supply the 
product to satisfy their customers (instant tea is predominantly used by 
vending machines and is not a particularly well-selling product). The 
parent beg n to build a plant in uules in the mid 1960's, cut the present 
plant is of n completely different technology.. All the applied research -
most of it has been done- in the United Kingdom. The. responsibility for 
building and commissioning the now instant tea plant h-~s been that of the 
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p rent, nd thi Kenyan subsidiary will only be involved in managing the plant 
once it has been satifuctorily set-up. 

The conclusion, therefore, is that while the Kenyan subsidiary 
or this firm is involved with some experimental development, this is limited 
to the development of new growing nri cultivating techniques, activities 
which could not by their nature he undertaken in Britain. The more complex 
processing technoloey is the responsibility of the parent and/or machinery 
suppliers. 

The te processing machinery subsidiary was included in the sample 
because it nroved to be unusual case of an equipment supplier manufacturing 
in Kenya. It undrrt kes no basic or applied research. It is involved in 
experimental development, albeit at a relatively unsophisticated level. 
The basic design "nr ten processing equipment has been stable for many years, 
and the subsidiary is constantly making small chipges and improvements to 
s tisfy the needs of specific customers - nd local conditions. There is one 
exception to this 'nd that concerns the development of a now "hot-feeder" 
which has taken place in the Keny: n subsidiary. This is a new development in 
the industry and is not patended because this would enable competitors to 
copy, without duplicating the technology. In order to protect this process 
technology the subsidiary enforces strict control over entry to the plant 
and there have beer, attempts at industrial espionage by agents of Sri Lankan 
competitors. 

The development of this "hot-feeder" is the limit nf the subsidiary1s 
experimental development. It.is also 'associ ted' with an experiment in the 
use of heat regeneration (i.e. r ising the temperature of air passing 
through the machine which may lead to a fuel saving of 40-45 per cf-mt) 
which is t king place ip Rwanda., but this does not involve r heavy commitment 
of money or manpower. An indication of the limits of its experimental develop-
ment operations is that tha subsidi j.ry has made no ttempt to penetrate the 
technology For the manufacture o:' inst-nt tea, although it has supplied stan-
dard design boilers, conveyors, elev tors etc for the new instant tea 
plant of Firm A. 

Of all the firms in tha sample, the engineering design subsidiary 
is involved in experimental development at the most "complex" technological 
*• • ?1. The nature o. its operations .'.re primarily engineering design, which in 
implies the adaptation of existing scientific principles/designing a system 
to meet the speci ic needs of • customer. Generally this does not lead 
to "substantially improved" (Frascatti p 10) systems, hut in some cases 
it does. For example, the firm received a contract to provide air-conditioning 
.or one of the largest buildings in Nairobi. It was decided that the most 



suitable system ivis unique to Keny. , and in fact there was only one other example 
or the syst- m'c. use; in Afric: . The problem was that the existing 'body of 
knowledge' had been developed in North America and Europe :nd the standard 
text-book tables on snlar-wui.g!-tings stopped at 20̂  from the Equ tor (Nairobi 
is elmost on the equator). The subsidiary therefore had to go back to basic 
scientific principles end generate the necessary date themselves in order to 
complete th' .in!-. This constitutes experimental development at a relatively 
high level compared to the other suboidit.rios in the sample. 

In the c- so of pharmaceuticals, firm C provides an interesting 
contrast with its competitor, B, As wa h- ve seen the two firms produce 
a similar range of products, yet while B undertakes no experiment? 1 develop-
ment tsolf, C does. Thus C reformulates all products for the local market 

(although it does refer these formulations to tha parent for its 
approval). All reformulations in the case of B are undertaken by the parent. 
In addition, in the sphere of production technology, C has decided to design 
its own tin-filling machinery in collaboration with a local engineer who will 
manufacture it. This does represent, to a limited extent, a capability in 
experimental development which is not displayed by its competitor. In fact 
almost 20 per ornt of its equipment purchase since the takeover in 1970 have 
been made locally. 

Tabic " summ -rises the activities of the subsidiaries in the sphere 
of Reacarch rid Development. The most striking fact which emerges from table 
4 i3 the absence a! Research and Development activities amongst the seven 
subsidiaries. None of the firms are involved in either basic research (neither 
pure nor oriented) or applied research. Indeed, given th- size of the 
operations of the subsidiaries in Kenya tha . bsence of these two types of 
research is not surprising. l"ha.t is somewhat surprising is tha limit of 
experiment 1 development ctivities. Hero three of the subsidiaries, with 
respective annual turnovers of £937,399 (Pharmaceuticals - B) 25,032,353 
(Cement) and ^2^03,947 (Vehicle assembly) have no experimental devolopment 
activities;/the expenditure in tl 7 case of two of them (Ftiarmaceuticals - C 
- nd tea machinery) is negligible. 

Only two of the se\£>n Kenyan subsidiaries have experimental 
development expenditures of any size. In the case of the tea producer, 
this is understandable bee use some of the firm's activities such as 
developing new sti-'ins or tea and cinchona bush c-nnot be undertaken by tec 
parent and there is no option but for these activities to be undert kar 
Kenyan subsidiary, '''here the firm is able to undertake experiment"! 
development in Britain, as in the case of instant tea, it does so ->n:' 
participation of the Kenyan subsidi ry in the development of this t ca-
bas been negligible. Tha other subsidia ry with a sizeable expenditia 

respect is the engineering design irm. This would tend to support the paint 
- re earlier th t it is the nature of engineering design firms that they do 
-rvi to local surroundings by applying nginoering principles to meet the 

n -ads of specific customer. (Thera is some overestimation of expenditure 
nn experimental aavelonmnn', because not all of its design activities necess-
arily lead to technical change. Most do, however, in the sense that the 
"product" differs between designs), 

Thesa limited Ro~d -ctiviti-s rollow logic lly from th» position 
firms 

th'̂  /-' - -find themselves in, nd th domin'nt ch 'r cteristic in this respect 
re the smll size of their on°r- tions, the hsence of well developed 
r pit'1 goods sector in Keny the nature oF their oper tions (e.g. ssembly, 
or minim ? v lue ddad, s in the c se of the pharm"c;xitic"l firms) nd the 
int ".-est of the mult in tion 1 in the p rent 'ssimil ting technic 1 ch na nd 
jsi.nr this s control mech nisr.i over the operations o ' the subsidi - ry. (lG) 
Only in one c se (ph.~Tn crutic' l) "'hare w c: n sea contr st betwe n two 
pro'dly sirnil-r firms, is there suggestion th't the bsence of Peso rch nd 
D v lopmon' -risf s "rorn thr delib' a t policy o f the p' rant. F-ut even here 
tha. sm-1 Iness of the C's Experiment '1 Development expenditure c utions 
"'-•"inst dr'wing finn conclusions. 
(b) Indi-' n Sample 

All the subsidiaries I1 v -• rese rch • nd ulopment or tachnice.1 
1'bor'tories. The establishment of RGD den rtmants by these firms h s been 
moti v ted by r large number of f ctors, •* nd It is of relev nee to state 
th^sn factors. 

There is r n tion-' 1 policy in Indi. to encourage tha firms to 
lr v Pf-D. This is expressed in terms of t* x concessions nd import entitlements. 

H" ving "n R3D section ' ccopt- bin to thr-; Government of Tndi-' also 
onh'nees the credibility of the subsidi ry in its ' ttemnts to become 
independent or the parent ̂ in technic ! rrrtt-rs. further analysis of 3"0 
est- blishmente in the fim/ gives n inriic- tion th t the following thrr,e 
r ctora have been ?ry important in establishing RP/D units. First, 'd'-nt- tion 
c ' t^chndlogy nd experiment' ! d vclonment induced by Government policies nd 
domestic nr rkat pressures c'n he one only through '̂jŝ  f.'J in tha subsidi ry. 
This h~s been the c sc especially with respect to / edible oil rnd electronics 
subsidi' rias. Therefore, the 3>D sections h- ve ' long history (see t- ble 4). 
o-.conrily, in Indi'", the relatively che: p technic 1 1 hour "lso encour'ged the 
est blishment o*7 these sections, for, v rious aspects of technic 1 ch- nge 
tic!-, crn b° executed by foreign technic'! personnel c'-'n be h ndled enually 

competently by the Indi- n scientists and technicians who, in 'ddition, know manned 
tha Indi" n factors better. Thus "1! units Ivve been - / by the Indians. 
aird. in the f' c- of growing research activity in the national laboratories 
in Indir, these T-D units provide good monitoring units of technology 
dnvelocm-nt within Indie, 
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In the case of the vĉ hiclr assembler the RGD covers adaptation, 
quality control pnd designing. Thorn is one RGD department with premises 
with a complete: assembly line and modern design office. A test rig centre ir 
being built up gr du~lly; testing facilities exist for such items as 
electrical equipment, oil seals bearings, shock nosorbors, radiators, coolinr 
fans propeller shafts end gear boxes. RGD is given an important position in 
the company, and the director of RGO is -.in executive director. The annual 
expenditure on RGD and quality control activities is £1.!3,2 0 and is planned 
to increase. It employs 20 engineers including the head and the senior 
officers, all of whom are Indians, 

The pharmaceuticals subsidiary of B has one RGD unit which has been 
established at a capital cost of £150,000, Annually it spends £lq3,2p)0, 
representing 1,1"' of its total turnover. A separate microbiological 
laboratory for development work has'clso been set up in the research unit. 
Company C also has one RED section, end expenditure on RGD was £54,904. 
But in the RGD unit there is no molecular research. Forty four people ere. 
employed, some of whom are highly qualified. All are Indians. 

The electronicŝ  subsidiaries includes in R&D work only that part 
of research which pertains to new prpcesses, development of nroducts and 
raw materials usages. Engineering and auality controls are not included 
in the purview of RGO for which there are separate laboratories. The 
Pro unit employed 350 persons, all Indians, ia 1974. £432,000 was spent 
on various research and development schemes in 1974. Capital equipment 
valued t. £°2,47.' was installed ir. its 12 laboratories in 1974. The 
heads of these 1 -boratorias are all Indians. 

The odible oils subsidiary hns one o^ the biggest RGD section in the 
country. It beg n operating in 1959. Accumulated capital expenditure on RGD 
account is £91'',400. Annually it spent £1 ">9,237 over the period 195P-
1C4, which constituted D.7 per cent o" thr tot"! turnover and 10 per cent of 
its profits. The entire sta.f̂ , of which 30 erf highly Qualified are Indians 
and Ph.D's with international experience are preferred in recruitment. 
But recruits .re also drawn from National Laboratories. This department 
is one of the six major units of RGO o" the parent comorny. 

RGO work at the tor subsidiary began very recently. The establishment 
of the RGO unit was the result of ; need to deversify its activity. The. 
RGO expenditure is "45,"20 per year and is expected to go up to £114,550, 
150 qualified people are working. All are Indians. 

The packaging subsidiary began RGC in 1955 and h~s been especiaFF / 
active over the last five years. So Far it h?s spent £037,300 on RGD. 
In 1975, it spent £40,320 on fresh capital equipment. The Company's 
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rt.' -li?1^ T.rs ..-"Iry IF' a f l -,oi" "'hie1' FF ere : u ilirii d scientists. 
All are Indians. 

Thr tyre subsidiary do s not have any RCO unit as defined in the 
Indian context ŝ the government did not recognize its technical unit cs en 
RrO unit. The convoy finds it difficult to have on; ^or it is erguod that 
the typr of the work to be done is of a different nature. It is estimated that 
£45",200 -s sp°nt on adapting th technology annually. 

fi ) B.-.sic Research 
None of tne comp- nies in India had pl^ns to do any basic research. 

It s -rgued by these companies that such b->sic work is being done in 
universities and national laboratories of India. Hence some of the companies 
Financed a few basic research projects in universities but these activities 
were marginal. Since normally basic research is undertaken by the 
Government -̂nd is non-proprietor^/ in its character, the companies were not 
active. 
(ii) Applied Research 

This is akin to basic research. The subsidiaries did not devote 
their RGO activity to applied research. Some vidcnce exists that such 
applied research projects in which the subsidiary is interested .ire normally 
given out to an outside research gency or they send their own personnel 
to work wit! these agencies on th ; problem of their concern. 

Company C (pharmaceuticals) was collaborating with research units of 
government hospital in clinic 1 testing. Further, some of such subjects 

were given to some research organizations for study. Tha edible oil 
subsidiary financed postgraduate students in thr agricultural universities 
to examine some subject of its concern and the vehicle assembler deputed one 
or its nmployoes to do post-graduate research in a subject of their interest 
in an advanced technical institute. 

(iii) Experiment'1 Research 
As has been • lready seen, all the companies either have RGO units or 

technical units to assist their generation and adaptation of technology. 
RGO has been motivated primarily to meet the requirement of adaptation and 
import substitution. 

Another aspect of experimental (3ssentially adaptetive) work 
that is being done by these comp anios,is the use of local capital goods and 
sp-re parts. This also omap-.tos primarily from the Government's policy that 
all industries should use loc 1 c 'pital goodp and spare parts to the extent 
possible. In some cases, of course, the desire to use local spare parts 
has been induced by the easy accessibility and the low cost. In thr. course 
0 this they also developed their own machine building activity which is 
considered a vnrv 1 nmor*tant element of technical chancre. 
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Thus the tea producer sun; rvises the: manufacture of ,all packaging and t 
printinc machinery itself. The initial technology "or this was m»dr 
-•vailablii by the p-rcnt. This has lc d to considerable ad-- ntation and 
xrarir .-nt 1 t chnology. These m chines ~re ̂ lso expected to ba sold to 
third parties. 

The n^ckaring coma-ny d pends on tha srmll scale industries for 
the supply op machinery, sp^rr parts, rubber, plastic components, ferrous 
castings nd electrical goods. T is calls for considerable adapt "tion of 
t chnology 'S well as ~ssistance to this scctor to produce the required 
goods. Thus the RTrD unit and the technical units have to do a considerable 
amount of experimental development. In -ddition, it has bean producing pock-
ainn machinery sine:: 1959. These concern fifty new lines. a 

The edible oils company buys most of its capital goods from the 
nrrket .' ncluding public sector companies. Soma capital goods are made for it 
by order, whereby tha unit actually develops a prototype, which is introduced 
"or commercial use in close liaison with the machinery manufacturer. A 

similar process occurs with one of the pharmaceutical subsidiaries (c). 
Engineers at tha tyre plant hc-ve been numbered on developing rubber processing 
rrrchincry and spendered mixinn equipment (mixing raw rubber with carbon 
black), 
(c) Comparison between the Kenyan and Indian Samples 

By contrast" with Kenya-, all of the Indian subsidiaries are involved 
in some sort of exoerimental reso-rch or adaptation. The f:,ct that with one 
exception (electronics) this has been a relatively recent phenomenon largely 
suggests that this has/been in response to recent government policy. ; . 

It is unlikely th-t it represents merely the larger size of the 
Indian subsidiaries, since the level of expenditure' (as a percentage of sa las) 
by the Indian subsidiaries in three of the four matched subsidiaries is 
higher. 

In terms of percentage of sales, the two 'big spenders' in Kenya 
re both capital goods roducers. The: re; son for this high level of expenditure 
is probably because it is in the nature3 of capital goods subsidiaries 
that adaptation is made to the local environment. Unfortunately there; are 
no capital goods subsidiaries represented in th Indian sample, which makes 
it difficult to camper-: the two country samples in a more- detailed way, 
aiding sectoral activity constant. Yet there; is an overwhelming feeling of , ; 
•~rger relative j^gj^imental development efforts being made by the 
subsidiaries/than in Kenya. 
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On- other interesting aspect of this comparison is that it does 
suggest that if minimum effective levels of expenditure on res: arch and 
development are of importance, the Indian subsidiaries ar better able to take 
dvpntap. o*7 their efforts. This follows of course from the larger turnover 
of the Indian subsidiaries . The largest expenditure ( in absolute terms) 
by any on. Kenyan firm (engineering design) is only rp' of that of the largest 
Indian subsidiary (tyres). 

Quality Control 
A distinction has been drawn between production, product and 

materials technology in our study of technical change in the seven subsidiaries. 
There are grounds to suppose that nuality control activities by those 
subsidiaries may in fact lead to technical change if products are found to 
be of sub-standard quality and this loads to changes in product design , 
production technology or material inputs. 

Some caution should however be exercised in discussing the link 
between quality control and technical change. The caution is not to 
dispute th links which do arise, but rather in the interpretation of the policy 
conclusions which.result. The main nroblem lies in the specification of 
quality standards. Does it really matter if product finish 'suffers' from 
the use of local inputs? Perhaps of greater importance is the case of the 
engineering design firm; is air-conditioning in motor enre (also supplied by 
E) really necessary? The question of the transfer of taste patterns is one 
to which we shall have to return at a later stage, 

(a) Kc;nyan_ Sample 
All of the firms have some form of control over quality. In the case 

of the two pharmaceutical and the cement subsidiaries not only are the 
nuality standards used those of the pojrent, but the parent is also actively 
involved in maintaining standards' / each of these three cases the subsidiaries 
argued that it is essential that the.parentfe standards be used to ensure the 
safety of those who use the products, "'hile this may be true in the case of 
ethical medicines, it is less so with regard to other products such as 
cosmetics and toiletries. The tea producing and the vehicle assembling firms 
work to the same standards as their parents even though the parents are 
not involved in the con trol of quality. 

In only two cases do the subsidiaries set quality control standards 
independently of those of the parent. It is probably no coincidence that.these 
two firms-r tea machinery and engineering design - are capital goods firms. 
Capital goods firms, as we have seen, work to the specifications of individual 
customers,so it is difficult for the parent to generalise quality control 
specifications to ell designs. 
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Th' real interest with rr g-'rd tn eualr.ty control activities by 
thesi firms lies in the- link with technical change. To t»ke each of these 
in turn: 

(i) Product technology. In th; case of both of the pharmaceutical 
firms there is • strong link between quality control and product formulation. 
Before any new product is marketed it is checked for "stability" to see whet la 
it stands up to local climatic conditions to the satisfaction of the parents. 
If not, new formulations a,r<. made. The difference between the two subsidisri; 
is th t in the case o-' C the origin- 1 reformulation is made by the subsidiary 
itsel f, whearcas in the case of B the parent is completely responsible for 
this reformulation. 

1!u :lity control is also linked to product technclogy in the case 
of the two capital goods firms, tea machinery nd engineering design. 
Here the cuptnbility of a particular design to customer will affect 
whether the design, or a changed one, will be used again. The lessons of 
quality contro? in both cases are internalised within the subsidiary and 
not the parent. 

(ii) Product technology. The link between quality control and 
production technology is strongest in the c-~sc of the vehicle assembler, the 
tea producer, the te • machinery producer and one of the pharmaceutical firms 
(C). In • 11 of these eases the acceptability of the final product will 
influence the production technology. For example in the case of the 
pharmaceutical firms, quality control staff noticed a vnriation in the 
quality in tube rilling -.nd this was traced hack to labour intensity in this 
packaging operition. As i consequence tha subsidiary has decided to introduce 
new, semi- ujtomated tube-filling machinery. 

(iii) f -terials Technology. The strongest link between quality 
control -nd materials technology probably arises in the case of the cement 
producer where the suitability of the inputs will determine whether the 
final product m tches up to the British Standard Specifications, 

All o^ the firms hav had some form of auality control since the 
inception of operations, although in two cases - pharmaceuticals (c) end tea 
machinury-this cnntrol has only recently been set aside from production. 
For example, B used to have quality control as part of the production, 
technoloqy - they found however that it was necessary to set up an indepc n-
dent auality contro! unit responsible to the general manager and not to t • 
production manager, if they were to have effective control ovar auality. 

The cost of the auality control operations (see table 5) vari a 
considerably, between the irms and b—rs little relationship to ^irm si^-
or oper -tion. The greatest expenditure on quality control in =agreg- t 
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precise 

is undoubtedly that o~ the cement producer, although no/estimate was available. 
It however possessed a well-eauipped laboratory and employed a number of 
skilled and semi-skilled staff (one M,A. graduate end a number of technicians). 
Samples of inputs.and outputs are regularly sent to the United Kingdom for the 
parent's approval. Relatively speaking, the greatest expenditure on quality 
control is by the vehicle assembling subsidiary, but this is probably due to 
the fact that in its case quality control is integrated with production. 
The assembly of vehicles, especially custom-made ones, renuireel constant check-
ing to ensure that the vehicle is put together correctly. 

Therefore with the exception of the tea producer, quality 
control expenditure is fairly high for all subsidiaries particularly in comp-
rison with expenditure on experimental development and adaptation (of, table 

(b) Indian Sample 
All the firms lib the sample have quality control activities for they 

all have to rely to a considerable extent on local raw materialSj ancillary 
products and capital goods, 

the 
Iiy pharmaceutical companies, the quality control on raw materials 

is very tight. Firm C devotes considerable attention to enforce strict 
quality control on the raw materials that it purchases from local producers. 
The quality control standards are set by the parent. In fact sending the 
sample for final checking with the parent ensures that the quality control as 
developed by the parent guides the subsidiary in this operation. Perhaps 
these strict quality control standards have not permitted this company to 
use the local raw material for production of one ot its major products -
insulin. The argument of the subsidiary.is that it is not possible to enforce 
such nuality control over their supplies. 

In the case of the company of teg and allied products there is 
nuality control of local materials. In this case, tha subsidiary has its 
own standards. 

The JiackagincT̂ company also has regular quality control activities. 
The standards of the parent are modified to a certain extent by the local 
subsidiary so that it would be able to use local raw material because 
government has refused to permit the import of a large number of raw materials. 
However, in one commodity the company is imposing a quality standard of the 
parent and declining to use local materiel produced' by a public sector 
company. 

Quality control is a dominant activity in the vehicle company, 
t has to enforce it not only on its production, but also on the various 
ncillary products it uses. The standards of the parent are slightly 
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modifinc! and adapted to its own needs, but since some of the standards are 
internationally accepted the company relies on parent specifications. 
For instance, the ancillary requirements are met by the. companies which have 
coll. !.oration with other foreign • ncillary producers. In the case of snail 
seal . industry it developed its own auality control standards and facilitates 

production with th-t. There is clos link between production technology 
.-nd au lity control nd consider- ble •ade-ptstion t?kes place. 

In the ;dible oil company, the quality control measures are 
developed by the subsidiary. This is for two reasons. First, it has to 
use 3ocO raw material and a consider-ble 'mount of substitution has 
taken place. Secondly, some products are developed mainly for Indian 
consumption. 

Then electronic company, due to considerable dependence an local 
resources, has adapted its production technology touse these local products. 
They have developed their own quality standards in use of raw materials, 
spare parts etc. 

The tyre, company places great emphasis on r-urlity control. Since 
it has to rely nn local raw m-teri: Is, its main concern is to ensure euality 
control .-nd adapt its production technology to it. This has to be; done with 
regard to material, product snd production technology, 

Thr: rolt or quality control in technical change has to be understood 
not so much in tht generation of na.; technology, out in terms of adaptation 
in the subsidi ry and the ind; nand nee of the subsidiary from the parent 
in selecting quality control standards. The subsidiaries of the sample, 
with the e xception of pharmaceutic- Is and vehicles, re to some extent 
independent of the parent in determining auality standards and using local 
materials and ancillary products. However it is doubtful whether this can be 
ttributod to any initi 'tive of the subsidiary. For a large number or 

ouch sourcos of raw nv teri Is -.nd :ncillfry units were developed through 
active policies of the Government nd missive Indian private and public 
investment in various sectors, "'hat these subsidi ries did was to respond to. 
these developments. Very o 'ten, this response has not been free end adeau-te,. -»nd 

is constrained by a larga number of factors. Pome companies have not 
responded to the extent th-t might be expected s revealed in the case of 
pharmaceuticals and Packaging companies. 

(c) Comparison of the Kenyan Tie Indian Samples. 
Unfortunately no information is avail -bla for expenditure on ei.-

control in the Indian subsidiaries, nor on the number of manpower invoF 
these activities. The' major conclusion which "merges From the compari- .-• 
the t«-o samples is the relative 1-ck of difference between the behs.vio r 
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th subsidiaries on the two countries. Where differences do arise (as in the 
independence op the t"'0 capita] eoods Firms in setting their own standards), 
they are largely explained by sectoral activity rather than by country diff-
erences. 

In most cases the parents are involved in setting quality standards. 
They rre similarly involved in the maintenance of these standards. There are 
identifiable links between pu~lity control activities and technical change 
in =11 three spheres of technology, '"'here figures nre available on the level 
O-P these expenditures, t'icy appear to be relatively high in relation to 
expenditure on research and development. 

V. Technical Change frcm Sources External to the Subsidiary 

The eleven subsidiaries all rely on external sources for 
for technical change (as little is generated by themselves) although 

the extent of course varies. Associated with the reliance on external 
sources is the question of the participation of the parent in supplying this 
technology. This important point concerns the 'independence' of subsidiaries, 
for while it may be true that most subsidiaries are 'dependent' upon external 
sources for technical change, some may be more 'independent' than others 
from their nerents in the acquisition of this new technology. The question 
of who is responsible for the actual choice is thus important; bjt so, too, 
is the auestion of the ability of the subsidiaries to make the choice 
themselves. 

The problem will be examined in three st '.ges - firstly examining 
the rights a" subsidiaries to acquire new technology independently from 
the parents (1?) and then establishing whether these subsidiaries have the 
ability to choose this technology (table 5). Finally there will be some dis-
cussion of the mechanisms used to obtain this technology from external 
sources (table 7). 

(a) The_ Kenyan_Sample 
The complete spectrum of independence is represented in the 

sample of subsidiaries. Throe of them (engineering design cement production 
and tee machinery) have complete autonomy of choice. Three others (tea 
production and both of the pharmaceutical firms) have some autonomy and one 
(the vehicle assembler) has no autonomy at all (although in this case it is 
not clear whether the lack of autonomy reflects a lack of ability to 
make independent choices), 
(i) Complete Autonomy of Choice. 

In the engineering design subsidiary the design of products is 
entirely in the hands o^ the subsidi ry. Since the parent is predominantly 
engaged as a contractor n̂d in the manufacture of heavy refrigeration machinery, 
as opposed to the design of air conditioning and refrigeration systems 



practised by the subsidiary, there is little option for the parent but to 
allow the subsidiary, 

complete autonomy in this respect. The subsidiary is also 
independent in its choice of sources for production and materials technology, 
but since its parent is the 'lender' in the production of refrigeration 
equipment, the subsidiary does purchase these inputs from the. parent (this 
mokes up only about 20 per cent of all their imported inputs). In theory the 
subsidiary is able to buy this refrigeration equipment from another source, 
but since this has not yet occured there is no way of knowing how real this 
autonomy is. 

Not only does the tea machinery subsidiary have complete autonomy 
in the choice of its technology, but it purchases none o^ it ^rom the parent. 
This unusual case arises from the rather special circumstances surrounding the 
presence of this subsidiary in Kenya. Unlike any of the others in the 
sample (and also, to the best of the author's knowledge, unlike any ether 
subsidiary in Kenya), the parent has moved all of its tea machinery manufacture 
to Kenya and produces pone in the United Kingdom. 

In cement production, the substance of the parent's relationship 
to this subsidiary lies not so much in the form of equity (of which it holds 
only 14 per cent), but in the form of the Technical Services Agreement. At 
"n v. >rlier stage the Technic-1 Services Agreement w .s held by another firm and 
all of the core eouipmont of the plant was provided by a third Danish 
multinational, Since the British parent assumed the responsibility for 
the Technical Service Agreement, no new core eouipment h^s been installed. 
Yet in the case of all purchases of peripher 1 production technology and 
materials technology the subsidiary has had the right to independent choice. 
The complication which arises in this respect is that the personnel responsible 
for raking those chnices are in large part supplied by the parent in terms 
of the Agreement; £p th' in .f ct the n-rept^ cturlly rn'kes much of the choice xthough norm lly tn" subsidiary n"s complete autonomy. 
(ii) Some Autonomy of Choice 

The ten subsidiary has some autonomy in the purchase of n'w 
technolooy. In the case of materials technology it has almost complete 
autonomy. Since these comprise largely of agricultural inpuis and packaging 
materials (which arc made locally) this autonomy is not surprising. In the 
case of production technology, this autonomy is more limited - some machinery 
is purchased locally (such as that produced by.G) and some is acauired through 
the parent prom firms in South 'Vsia and Europe. In the case cf the instant 
tee plant which comprises the most 'complex' of all production technology in-
stalled, the parent has been completely responsible for the choice of 
suppliers, even though some of the less 'complex' items were acquired 
locally from G. 
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'hile both.of the oh m'C utic 1 subsidiaries nnssess some measure 
nf jtonomy, the degree is gr t r .'or C than for P. The 1-ttor subsidiary 
nnly h s some autonomy in tha -cauisitinn of inputs (r). \11 production 
t 'chnolorry is purch a. H through th parent, -ithough the subsidi-,ry ' - .-.- -' ••-

is consulted about it. Product 
technology is th responsibility of the parent, which involves one of its con-
sult nts in the reformulation or specific products for the local market. 

By contrast C has considerably more ..utonomy. Like* B it purchases 
most of itr inputs from non-parent sources - only "0 per cent of raiV 
m terial and processed inputs e rr! from the p rents. It is also involved in 
the 'cnuisition of new production technology and -s we hav • seen in the case 
o the tin-filling machin mentioned e rlier, it is to a small oxte>nt 
involved in generating this production technology locally, This subsidiary 
Iso has some autonomy in the sphere of product technology, where it 
undertakes -11 reformulations for the basic market (the parent has the right 
to vc:to these changes), Those two subsidiaries, while similar-in product mix, 
provide -n interesting comparison of the effects of parent policy on sub-
sidiaries, 

(iii) No Autonomy or Choice 

The vehicle a s s e m b l i n g subsidiary is completely reliant on its 
a -rent for nr-w technology. All product technology is supplied by the parent 
' s is a]most all materials technology i.n the form of knocked down kits. 
There, will be a slight change in future in that the,- new assembly plant will 
also assemble vehicles produced by a German oar firm, but in this case too 
the subsidiary will be reliant on the German' firm for both product and 
rrrtcri'Is technology. In the case of production technology, the subsidiary 
relies on its parent. The spot welder to be introduced in the new assembly 
plant is to be built in Britain to the parent's design; similarly the jigs 
to be used in the new pi nt are to be designed.by the parent, although some 
of the more- simple .jigs will be built in Kenya. 

Closely related to the rights of a subsidiary to choose now 
technology autonomously is its ability to do so, for without this ability 
ny nomin 1 autonomy may be useless. In three c-'-sos the subsidiaries were 
'frustrated' in that they were obliged to refer to the parent when they were 
able to make the decisions themselves. In three Other cases the rights of 
the subsidiary to choose technology autonomouslyfrom the parent coincide with 
their bility to make this choice. 
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The two pharmaceutical firms (particularly in the case of materials 
technology) were to a limited extent tied to the purchase, of parent technology 
in spite of being a le to obtain these from other sources. The tee producer 
routed the purchase of some of its production technology through the prent 
when it was almost cert inly capable o • making these purchases independently. 
The cement producer is a rather special case in th-t while it had the 
nominal autonomy to purchase new technology independently from the parent, 
without the participation of the parent in the operation of this subsidiary 
(in the form of the Technical Services Agreement) this autonomy would 
have been purely nominal. 

The autonomy of the two capital goods subsidiaries is clear when 
referring to table 3. Not only do both have the right to independent choice, 
but they also possess the ability. In the case of the vehicle assembler 
there exists a coincidence between the subsidiary's rights and abilities 
tn choose independently in that it has neither the right nor the ability to 
make these choices itself. 

(b) Indian Sample. 
Thorc is little evidence that the Indian subsidiaries were given the 

right to make choices with regard to new production, materials and product 
technology without referral to the parent. Some independence was allowed to 
the to and edible oils subsidiaries, but there is no clear indication of why 
these two subsidiaries were tre ted differently by the parents, other than 
thn fact that they are the two oldest subsidiaries in tha sample. 

In contr 'st to the limit- d rights of the Indian subsidiaries to 
choose technology without reference to the p~rents, the Indian subsidiaries 
displayed 1 clear ability to make these independent choices. All of the 
samplo were guaged to have a 'high' or 'very high' ability to choose their own 
technology. 

(c) Comn rison between the Keny-nand Indian Samples. 
These appears to be • share contrast in the relationship of the 

Kenyan and Indian subsidiaries to their parents (table €.]. '"'hile the Kenyan 
subsidiaries appear to have some latitude in exercising their own choice of 
technology, this latitude is constrained by their apparrent inability to 
use this nominal independence. (The exceptions to this are the two capital 
goods subsidiaries who choose technology independently from their parents. 
It is argued that this is a characteristic of capital goods firms in 
underdeveloped countries in that by their n~ture they are forced to adapt 
to local circumstances. It . lso reflects the particular nature of these 
two subsidiaries in that the tea machinery m-nufacturer is the only subsidiary 
of this type within the firm, and the engineering design is one of two small 
subsidiaries operating in underdeveloped countries.) 
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By contrast the Indi n subsidiaries possess the ability to make •ac 
indeoendent choice, but are constr- ined by the p rent in exercising this ability. 
Therr is no 'proven' explanation "or this contrasting picture, but one firm 
soccul tion must he that there is no cost to the parent in giving the Kenyan 
subsidi ry th> right to choas. independently since in most cases the subsidiary 
is unable to take 'dv nt-'-ge of this latitude nd there can be little harmful 
a'feet on the parent's position.' This is reinforced by the fact th; t in 
most c->sus the s- nior m-n-pem-nt of the Keny. n subsidiaries are foreign nationals 
ppointed by the parent and presumably act in the p-rent's interests. By 
contr st, in Indi" the subsirii ri -s possess the. potential to harm thi parent's 
direct interests by choosing nee technology independently, and given that 
senior management is these Indian subsidiaries are "requently Indi; n 
nationals with some loy -lty to the Indian st. te, there! is some danger of 
n explicit clash of interests -rising if the subsidiaries are given too 

great - leash by the parents. 
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Types of Technological Collaboration 

IDS/WP 266 

There are a variety of mechanisms open to a subsidiary in its 
attempt to obtain new technology, ranging from the direct purchase 
of equipment, through the use of licences, the purchase of blue-prints 
to the establishment of a Technical Service Agreement. In some cases 
the establishment of a subsidiary m;.y occur in the form of a package -
the parent supplies equipment, provides raw materials, supplies 
disembodied inputs to ensure the maintenance and operation of the plant 
and the disposal of output, and supervises and enforces quality as 
well. At the other extreme, which is generally associated with the 
'independence' of a subsidiary, a subsidiary purchases capital equipment 
from a variety of sources, and has technological agreements with 
different producers - this situation is generally referred to as an 
'unpackaged' transfer of technology. 

The subsidiaries were approached in order tc establish the 
mechanisms used to obtain new technology. Associated with this is the 
question of property rights. When production technology is generated 
by a subsidiary who obtains the property rights over this technology and 
the property rights over product technology (i.e. brand names)? 

(a) Kenyan Sample 

Most firms make no specific payment to the parent for technology 
(table 7). The most probable explanation for this is that generally 
technological payments are made by subsidiaries in an attempt tc transfer 
price profits to the parent. This fact was recognised by some of the 
firms. One of the pharmaceutical subsidiaries made a similar 
observation when it replied that there was no need to double the 
payment for technology as account had already been taken of the parent's 
technological input in the payment of dividends ( 1. The ethics of the 
matter aside, it is clear that the subsidiaries feel littl r̂T?<?^transfer 
price in this way as their is no restriciton on the repatriation of 
dividends to the parent or because they use other channels to transfer 
0 n e other factor inducing the use of such transfer pricing 
mechanisms is the existence of a joint venture. In this case it would 
be expected that the tea machinery, vehicle assembly and engineering 
design subsidiaries (where there exist substantial minority holdings)would 
make some attempt to make additional payments for technology, but there 
is no indication that transfer pricing has occurred in the form of 
technology payments. 
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None of the subsidiaries made technological payments to non-
parents either. This suggests that the technology which they are 
using is either wholly supplied by the parent or is readily available 
from alternative suppliers. The latter conclusion follows from the 
fact that all machinery purchases are lump-sum payments and no royalties 
are involved. Presumably equipment suppliers would prefer to have ongoing 
payments as well as lump-sum payments and where they were operating in 
a monopolistic market they would be able to enforce the payment of 
royalties. 

The importance of technology as a control measure by the 
parent over subsidiaries is suggested by the fact that in all cases 
parents obtain the property rights over new technology generated in 
the Kenyan subsidiaries and take responsibility for the registration 
of patents and brand names. There is no clear pattern in the number of 
patents registered by each of the firms. All of the firms producing 
final output have registered patents, neither of the intermediate product 
firms (cement and vehiele assembly) holds patents and one of the capital 
goods firms (engineering design) al^o holds no patents. On the other 
hand the firm with the most registered patents is also a capital goods 
producer. The number of patents held probably reflects 
the individual circumstances of each firm with respect to technological 
complexity, the sector of operations and the policy of the parent. No 
information is available in regard to the implementation of patents held 
by each subsidiary. / 

(b) Indian Sample 

Of the eight subsidiaries, two have informal arrangements 
with the parent, one has ad hoc and informal arrangement, and the 
rest of the companies have rigorous agreements of technology transfer. 
These transfer mechanisms have some effect on the development of 
independence of the subsidiary in developing its own technology and 
choosing from external sources. 

The edible oils subsidiary has no formal technical agreement 
with the parent. Hence, it does not pay any royalty. No evidence 
exists of the payment of technical fees. The subsidiary obtains 
information from the parent including confidential reports. These reports 
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include special, general reports and extracts. It is left to the 
management of the subsidiary to select any item of a technical report 
for application. The subsidiary receives patents and no payment is made. 
It is to be rioted here that the subsidiary's R & D section is one 
important unit in the network of all R 8 Ds of the multinational. 
It is believed some important technical information is also given by 

the Indian subsidiary to the parent and other subsidiaries. 
Over the past decade nearly 900 important reports have been sent to the 
parent. 

In an event when new technology has to be used in the subsidiary, 
it relies on the help of the parent. A consultant normally comes to the 
subsidiary for a period of 3 months to 2 years to enable the subsidiary to 
introduce technology. This subsidiary appears to be considerably fi-'ee 
and even competent to develop its own technology. But there is no 
evidence to show that it can buy the technology outside the complex of the 
parent and its subsidiaries. 

The tea subsidiary also has an informal arrangement with 
the parent with regard to technology, While it has an agreement 
for marketing, there is no formal agreement with regard to technology. 
Probably tt is is because in tea " he technology is relatively 'simple®, 
while instant coffee technology was developed by the subsidiary itself. 
But for the development of oleoresin from spices the subsidiary relied on 
the U.K research centre entirely. Similarly, with regard to technology 
necessary for meat production, the subsidiary is dependent on the parent. 
There is some evidence that the subsidiary is maki.ng attempts to get some 
technology fronts W o r n . It has given projects to national research 
centres for study. 

The Lecti'onics subsidiary has an informal arrangement with the 
parent. But in some cases the firm enters into an ad hoc technical 
arrangement when a new technology is imported and a technical fees is pair). 
It also receives all information free of charge. When a specific new 
technology has to be used by the company, a consultant or a group of 
consultants visit the company and the subsidiary provides an Indian 
understudy. It appears that the subsidiary is free to take technology 
from outside. But the evidence is that it relies on R 8 D from its well 
developed unit. 
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The five other subsidiaries have very tight technical agreements 
to transfer technology. It is reliant here to poinJ- out that all technical 
collaboration agreements have to be approved by the Government of India 
and normally such agreements would be permitted for a period of five years. 
Of course agreements entered into prior to this policy are permitted to 
continue until they lapse. 

The two pharmaceuticals subsidiaries' R 8 D are acc.ompaned by 
rigorous technical agreements. Company B had a formalized agreement with 
the parent. Under this agreement, the subsidiary was entitled to receive 
from the parent engineering and design services, patent rights, 
technical known-how involved in the process of basic manufactures, R & D 
expert assistance etc., on payment of a fee of 2g% of net sales. 
This agreement came to an end in 1973. The subsidiary renewed it on 
July 1, 1973, and for this they sought the Government's approval, which , 
it is believed, has now been granted. The technical fees remitted in the 
year 1974 amounted to £335,402. There is also a Trade Marks Agreement 
under which the subsidiary was granted trade marks for more than 100 products 
This agreement is for a period of fifty years beginning from 1968. 
The parent has linked the corporate name with the capital holding of 51 per 
cent. 

Company^ also has two technical agreements which were signed in 
1948 and 1965 respectively. The extension of the agreement has been 
permitted by the Government of India. Under this agreement, the parent is 
expected to provide all the technical know-how including personnel to the 
subsidiary. Various royalties have to be paid. As a research 
contribution the company pays £3,259 annually to the parent. T h e r e 

is no evidence to show that the company buys technology from outside. 

The vehicle subsidiary also has x technical collaboration agreement 
with the parent, first entered into in 1955. Under this agreement 
the parent provides technical know-how, design and drawings. The parent 
deputes planning engineers from time to time to advise the subsidiary 
on layout and running of the factory. It also makes available services of 
key technical personnel whenever it is required. Tha agreement makes 
it obligatory that all imported components are imported from the parent 
and reserves the right to inspect the parts manufactured in the subsidiary. 
The parent also acts as a purchasing agent for the company for all imported 
raw materials and plant on payment of handling charges. Under the 
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agreement the parent has permitted the subsidiary to use its trade marks. 
Any technical problem of the subsidiary can be referred to the parent. 
In fact there appears to be an •' necessity to refer most of the 
important problems to the parent. The subsidiary paid a technical fee of 
J. 5000 per annum to the parent for five years and it pays royalty of 
on net sales. The agreement runs for 20 years and remains in force unless 
specifically terminated. The subsidiary is seeking renewal and is negotiatin 
with the Government. 

The packaging subsidiary has two know-how agreement with the 
parent. One is in products and the other in machine building. 
The agreement with reference to machine building will expire in 1978. The 
government is holding up the renewal of the agreement on packaging on the 
ground that there is no need for Purchase of technical 
know-how costs the company £ 27,492 per annum. 

The tyre subsidiary has also a formal agreement with the parent. 
Under this, all information, processes and inventions applied for 
relating to the manufacture of goods made by the company will be made 
available. It also grants a licence to use such processes and 
protected by th<> latter's patents, upon payment of a proportionate part 
of the cost of acquisition, discovery or development and of any royalty. 
This agreement was signed, on January 1, 1957. Besides providing technical 
know-hoe for manufacture of automobile typres, it also provides the 
technical know-how for manufacture of tennis balls. The technical know-how 
agreement expired in 1969. was some difficulty in getting it 
extended. However, the agreement was extended and expired in 1974. It 
is now under re-negotiation. 

The implications of these informal, ad hoc and formal arrangements 
of technical transfer on technical change in the subsidiary can be summed 
up as follows: (i) The difference between the formal and the ad hoc on 
the one hand and the informal on the other is in terms of explicit pay-
ment of technology transfer. In the informal arrangement there is no 
specific royalty or lump sum payment,whereas in others there is. (ii) 
Regarding information, technical and otherwise, all firms contend that 
they get all information. Investigation lends some credence to the view 
(that they do get this information) but some critical technical information 
is withheld especially in the companies where there are formal arrange-
ments or transfer, (iii) The subsidiary depends in ail these cases on 
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the parent. In some respects the dependence is very high. In the 
case of drugs, the dependence of the subsidiaries on the parent is almost 
total. There is hardly any significant freedom for these companies 
to be independent in technically choice. This is also the case with 
the tyre and vehicle companies. 

There is room to believe that the formal agreements have made the 
subsidiaries feel that they cannot develop or acquire new technology of 
importance without the parent. This also appears to occur in ad hoc 
arrangements. In cases where there is no such agreements there is 
some feeling of independence while with formal agreements ,in the 
event of failure of extension, there is some fear that the subsidiary may los 

many competitive advantages of trade mark, brand name etc. This 
is particularly strong in the case of drug companies. 

This obviously leads to the question of whether the subsidiary 
has any competence to purchase technology from external sources. This 
is a difficult question for the non-technician to answer. Yet 
the interviews conducted by the investigator with management, engineers 
and technicians of the companies and experts in these fields in various 
governmental research bodies leads uo the following observations. 

First, companies have the technical competence to choose from 
external sources. As has already been seen the R&D units and other 
technical departments are well served by highly qualified Indian 
technicians and engineers. Second, these personnel are extremely 
capable, and they have been rated as such by the parent company. 
In fact, there is demand for these experts from the parent staff and 
by other subsidiaries. Thus the suspicion exists that the capabilities 
of these people are normally thwartad because of the reliance or an 'expert' 
from the parent company. This is true of all companies in the sample. 

(c) Contrast between the Kenyan an^ Indian Samples. 
i • ' 

The contrast between the two samples is clear. Whereas only 
two cut of the seven Kenyan subsidiaries had formal agreemepts, six' of 
the eight Indian subsidiaries had formal agreements and the other two 
ad informal agreements. All of these formal agreements were accompanied 
by specific fixed payments for technology. ; 
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The reason for this contrast is clear and reflects a pattern found 
in other parts of the world (20). rfhere government attempts to control the 
level of dividends repatriated by a subsidiary to a parent, the firm 
develops other channels in which its effective profits may be remitted. 
In Kenya there is as yet little pressure by government to limit the 
repatriation of dividends, so that there is little need for the firm to 
develop formal technology agreements. In India government controls are. 
long standing and pervasive and firms tend to take the opportunity of 
formalising agreements for the payment of technological inputs which 
may have (or may not have) been supplied by the parent or other subsidiaries. 

It is interesting to note that without exception in all subsidiaries 
in both countries, the parent obtains the property rights over new 
technology which may have been developed by the subsidiaries. This confirms 
the view that control over technology is of particular importance to the 
parent in its global strategy and in its control over subsidiaries. 

VI. Circulation of Technology through the Firm 

To some extent foreign investment occurs in underdeveloped 
countries because the technological capability to undertake these 
investments does not exist without the participation of the foreign 
investors. Since the presence of these foreign investors reflects this 
technological and organisational capability the parents are concerned 
to maintain property rights over technical change (see previous section). 
It is natural that the foreign investors will want to keep subsidiaries 
abreast of developments within the firm and the industry to ensure that 
the subsidiaries operations reflect this technological ability. 
The sample subsidiaries were therefore questioned with regard to the 
mechanisms used by theparent to circulate technology (both parent and 
non-parent) through the firm. This circulation of technology through 
the firm is essentially a disembodied technology. As we have seen 
this can be a combination of firm-disembodied and man-disembodied 
technology. 

(a) Kenyan Sample 

While most of the firms had organized a system through which to 
transmit technical change through the corporate body, there were two 
exceptions - tea machinery and vehicle assembly. At the other extreme 
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was one of the pharmaceutical subsidiaries (TO and the rest were 
ranged between these two extremes. 

Some System of circulating technology 

All subsidiaries of the tea producing firm have a development 
committee which examines new ideas and changes in method. A similar 
committee exists m the parent• These new ideas are circulated 
through the firm via the Board, where divisional directors are 
expected to report on relevant changes in their subsidiaries, and 
at the same time to pass on changes generated in other divisions 
to their own subsidiaries. 

Of greater importance to the subsidiaries, however, is the 
exchange of visits by skilled manpower. The Kenyan subsidiary 
is for example sending someone to Assam where the local subsidiary is having 
trouble with growing coffee. They also assist small-holder production 
in Kenya in this way, and, via the Commonwealth Development Corporation, 
they are sending someone to Swaziland to assist in small-scale tea 
growing schemes. In all cases there is no charge for these services, 
but the recipient subsidiary is expected to pay the cost of the visit 
if exchange control regulations permit this. 

The Kenyan subsidiary has also received assistance in this way. 
When they were contemplating building an instant coffee plant in Kenya, 
they turned to one of the other subsidiaries whose growth had largely 
followed from their success with instant coffee. Frequent visits were 
made to this subsidiary by high level manpower from the Kenyan 
subsidiary and drawings were obtained, as well as advice on the best 
methods of processing . 

Following the closing down of their Research and Development 
section, the Group has established a Technical Services Division, 
which acts independently from the Board. It scrutinises mo^hly reports 
sent in by subsidiaries and evaluate whether it has any spcialised 
services to offer. Where it has, it makes direct contact with the 
subsidiary to offer advice and this frequently results in the dispatch 
skilled manpower to the subsidiary. 

With respect to obtaining non-parent proprietary technology the 
operations of the Kenyan subsidiary must be seen in relation to the 
Group's decision to give up all Research and Development and to buy in 
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new technology from other firms. Some non-parent proprietary technology 
therefore comes through the parent. The Kenyan subsidiaries of other 
multinationals are another source of non-parent proprietary technology 

m 
and have been particularly important in enabling the subsidiary to keep 
abreast of development in herbicides and fertilisers. 

As we have seen the subsidiary of firm B (pharmeceuticals) 
undertakes no expenditure on either Research and Development or on 
adaptation. It relies completely on the parent for new technology. The 
Kenyan subsidiary relates to three Divisions in the parent in this respect. 

(i) Technical Services Division. Once the Kenyan subsidiary specifies 
a need for certain equipment the actual choice is made by the Technical 
Service Division of the parent, which will suggest its choice to the 
Kenyan subsidiary. In the unlikely event of continued disagreement (as 
capital expenditure of more than £1,200 is discussed three years in advance), 
Technical Services will send someone out to discuss the problem, or the 
discussion will take place on the manager's annual visit to the parent. 
The full instructions for operating the plan as well as precise instructions 
for mixing my new formulations are supplied by Technical Services. 

Technical Services Services is responsible for quality control 
and sets out the required standards. It is also responsible 
for the design of new buildings, scaffolding and platforms. These designs 
are undertaken in London by the parent of another British construction 
firm which has a subsidiary in Kenya, and the design follows discussions 
by the two parent firms in London. 

If there is any difficulty in operating the plant Technical 
Services will assist. For example the Kenyan subsidiary is experiencing 
difficulties in the quality control section and Technical Services are 
sending a consultant out for six weeks. 

(ii) New Products Division. In most cases the Kenyan subsidiary 
identifies a need for a new product. The formulation of this product is 
undertaken by the New Products Division of the parent. In some cases the 
Kenyan subsidiary will be instructed to either produce or market a new 
product developed elsewhere in the firm. The New Products Division 
circulates a quarterly list of new products to all subsidiaries, but 
hitherto this has not provided the Kenyan subsidiary with any new products. 
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(iii) Marketing Services Division. This division is responsible 
for marketing and advertising. Since marketing conditions vary through-
out the firm's subsidiaries, the activities of this division are confined 
to the realm of new ideas rather than of specific marketing techniques. 

The subsidiary of the other pharmecuticals firm (C) has 
contact with two Divisions of the parent. 

(i) Marketing Services Division. This division is mainly 
concerned with training, advertising, and marketing. It sends 
circulars at monthly intervals to .all subsidiaries, but there is 
also direct contact with the Kenyan subsidiary on specific problems. 

(ii) The Technical Services Division. The main concern of this 
division is with regard to the purchase and operation of production 
technology. The Kenyan subsidiary clears all machinery purchases 
with this division and goes to it for advice on specific problems 
where necessary. This division is also responsible for circulating 
new formulations. 

Subsidiaries are also able to contact each other directly 
without going through the parent. Advice may be sought from a 
subsidiary operating in similar conditions with regard to product 
formulations as well as production technooogy. Access to non-parent 
technology is made through the parent and the Technical Services 
Division keeps the subsidiary informed of developments which it 
considers to be relevant. 

The main link between the parent and the Kenyan subsidiary of 
Firm D (cement) is not through equity (where the parent only holds 
14 per cent), but through a technology agreement. It was not possible 
to obtain details of this technology agreement, but the broad outline 
is that the parent supplies a Technical General Manager, a Works 
Manager and an Electrical Engineer. It also gives the subsidiary 
access to new developments in technology and assists with specific 
problems which arise. Occasionally the parent is asked for advice 
with regard to the purchase of new equipment, but since there have been 
no major purchases for some years, few problems have arisen. Monthly 
reports on production are sent to the parent. 
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The circulation of manpower is another way in which the parent 
assists the Kenyan subsidiary. Two or three times a year, they are 
visited by someone from the parent. He informs them of advances 
made elsewhere in the firm and considers specific problems of the Kenyan 
subsidiary in the light of his experience in other subsidiaries. Should 
he not be able to offer advice on the spot (he only stays for a few days), 
he will consult with colleagues in London and write back with their 
views. 

In earlier years the parent of the engineering design subsidiary 
sent manpower out from the United Kingdom to fulfil specific contracts, 
but since the Kenyan subsidiary begun to undertake its own designs, this 
has become much more infrequent, and it seldom occurs now that the 
local subsidiary has generated its own design expertise. However use . 
is made of visits oto the parent and the Managing Director and General 
Manager make annual visits to the parent, and senior design staff make 
bi-annual visits, or visits on particular problems. This is an important 
channel for the Kenyan subsidiary in its attempts to keep abreast 
of parent technology. Circulation of lower level manpower through the 
firm is an important mechanism and personnel are sent to the United King-
dom on courses or to spend some time working in the parent's operations. 

The Kenyan subsidiary may write to the parent on specific 
problems. Where the parent has this technology readily available, it 
will be freely offered, but where it requires specific work by the parent, 
the subsidiary will be expected to bear the costs. The Managing 
Director is on the circulation list for confidential design manuals of 
the Group's activities, and this is an important method of keeping 
abreast of the parent's activities - until recently he was the European 
Marketing Manigor for the parent firm, so this too assists in the Kenyan 
subsidiary's ability to keep abreast of parent technology. 

The activities of the Kenyan subsidiary are broader than those 
of the parent. The parent concentrates its activities in refrigeration 
technology, while the local subsidiary complements this with work on 
air-conditioning. It is important therefore for the Kenyan subsidiary 
that it keeps abreast of non-parent technological developments. This 
is done in three ways. The first is through trade journals which 
informs them of developments by machinery manufacturers. The second is 
by visits from the main non-parent suppliers and the third is through 
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visits to the suppliers. The Managing Director visits one supplier 
in Israel (manufacturing under licence from the United States) twice 
a year and visits the main United States supplier approximately once 
a year. 

No System of Circulating Technology 

The Kenyan tea machinery subsidiary is completely responsible 
for the manufacture of tea processing equipment and is autonomous from 
the parent in this respect. As a consequence the contact between the 
parent and the Kenyan subsidiary is limited to financial matters. The 
subsidiary maintains its access to non-parent technology through trade 
journals but since it is basically a capital goods firm the relevant 
production technology is mainly simple machine tools. 

The vehicle assembly subsidiary operates at a simple technological 
level, as we have seen. The main input of the parent is to design drawings 
for jigs used in the assembly of vehicles, and in the case of the new 
assembly plant, to design a new spot welder. There is little contact 
with the parent, therefore, with regard to technology. Were the Kenyan 
subsidiaries to have problems it would go to the parent, but there is 
no occasion when this has happened. The limits of their technological 

concern• 
problem / ' for example, a blown motor, and this can be easily 
solved by purchasing an (imported) replacement in Kenya. 

Table 8 summarises the system used to circulate technology 
through the firms. It can be seen from the table that five out of the 

subsidiaries use a 
seven Kenyan / firm-disembodied technology (i.e. a specific 
division catering for the needs of subsidiaries for communicating 
technical change to subsidiaries). The exceptions are vehicle assembly, 
where the technology used in 'simple' and the main objective of 
the parent is the sale of knocked-down kits, and. tea machinery where 
the subsidiary, for reasons which have already been explained, has a 
large measure of independence from the parent. 

In the case of three firms - engineering design and the two 
pharmaceutical firms - a regular system of circulars exists to keep 
subsidiaries informed of technical change. In only one of these 
cases, however, (that of pharmaceuticals, B) do any of the subsidiaries 
consider theis not to be an effective form of transmission. A more 
effective form of transmission is that of the transfer of personnel 
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(i.e. mar.-disembodied) from parert to subsidiary and vice versa -
three of the firms have regular visits organised, but all of the 
subsidiaries benefit when skilled personnel are seconded from the parent 
or another susidiary for a number of j'ears. 

(k) Indian Sample 

Without exception the Indian subsidiaries were linked into the 
flow of technology through the corporate body. All subsidiaries received 
regular cirulars from the parent informang them of new technological 
developments in the firm. All subsidiaries also received regular visits 
from the parent, and with the exception of the tea producer, all subsidiaries 

acquaint 
regularly sent personnel to the parent to / themselves with new 
technological developments. 

(c) Contrast between the Kenyan and Indian Samples 

The Indian subsidiaries do appear to be more closely linked 
into the flow of technology through the firm than the Indian onces. A 
number of factors explain this difference. It may be due partly to 
the different composition of the ~wo samples, since the Kenyan sample 
included two capital goods subsidiaries who operated relatively 
independently from their parents. It may also be explained by the 
relatively large size of the Indian subsidiaries. For example the 
vehicle assembly subsidiary in India regularly received circulars from the 
parents, received visits from parent personnel and itself sent personnel 
to the parent. The same is true for the subsidiaries of one the Indian 
pharmecutical firms (C). By contrast the Kenyan subsidiaries of these 
firms were less closely linked to these systems of intra-firm 
circulation. 

Size in itself may be one aspect, but a more likely one is the 
nature of the subsidiaries operations. Whereas the Kenyan subsidiary of 
the vehicle assembler merely assembled kits, the Indian counterpart was 
engaged in manufacture as well. Similarly the Indian pharmeceutical subsi-
diary (C) actually manufactured chemicals itself, rather than importing 
inputs and mixing them, as their Kenyan counterpart did. Clearly the 
level of technology involved is greater with regard to the Indian 
subsidiaries and the need for locking into the firm's system of cureulating 
technology is more pressing. 
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•'VII. Linkages 

One of the arguments used to justify the presence of multinationals 
in an underdeveloped economy such as Kenya is that their presence 
may lead to industrial linkages and thereby stimulate further 
industrial development. There are two forms which these linkages may 
take. They may be forward in the sense that the product technology of 
the multinational provides an opportunity for new investment which is 
founded on the use of these products. Or they may be backward in the 
sense that investment results from the supply of capital goods (pro-
duction technology), or the supply of intermediate goods (materials 
technology) to these subsidiaries. 

The existence of these linkages is of considerable importance to 
continued industrial development. The precise importance is affected 
by a number of factors, not the least of which concerns the nature of 
entrepreneurship which is stimulated. If the new enterprises which are 
established are controlled by multinationals, this will almost certainly 
have different implications for the economy than enterprises which 
are wholly-owned and/or controlled by national citizens. 

The eleven subsidiaries were therefore questioned in an attempt 
to establish the nature of the linkages which have arisen from their 
operations, and some attempt was made to determine whether these new 
enterprises were locally- or foreign-owned (as an indication of control), 

(a) Kenyan Sample 

Forward Linkages 

The discussion of forward linkages is complicated to some extent 
by the fact that although new firms may exist which utilise the 
output of some of the subsidiaries in the sample, it is not possible to 
determine whether these new firms would have come into existence wi 
without the local production of their inputs by using imported 
alternatives. This difficulty aside, there are four cases in which 
it could be said that new investment was 'stimulated' by the presence 
of output emenating from one, or more, of the multinationals in our 
sample. 
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The tea machinery subsidiary produces machinery for the local 
market. Processed tea is one of the major agricultural based industries 
in Kenya (A for example, which produces tea, is the largest non-government 
employer in Kenya), and although the processing costs are only a small 
proportion of unit tea costs, it is a necessary stage in the production 

But 
and export of tea./ even without the presence of this subsidiary in Kenya, 
tea production and processing would have continued. In this respect 
it could not be said that forward linkages have arisen as a consequence 
of the presence of this subsidiary in Kenya. Nevertheless it is clear 
that the output of this subsidiary is a necessary input in tea production 
and it therefore does qualify as a 'sort of' forward linkage. 

The availability of cement locally allows the construction 
sector to operate in Kenya and even now, when there exists a temporary 
shortage of cement in the country, building activity is slowed by its 
non-availability. Once again as with most of the forward linkages, it is 
is feasible that the construction sector could have operated independently 
of the presence of this subsidiary, but this does not negate the function 
of the cement producers in enabling continued industrial activity in 
the construction sector. 

The availability of transport for both goods and people is an 
important factor in the industrial development of Kenya. To the extent 
that this transport is made possible by the presence of the vehicle 
assembling subsidiary in Kenya, it could be said that forward 
linkages have arisen from its activities. 

The engineering design firm is the only subsidiary in the sample 
where there is a strong presumption that the presence of this firm has 
led to forward linkages in the economy. Its presence does allow other 
investment to take place as for example in the case of a Danish firm which 
has set up a subsidiary to export flowers to Europe. Without the 
existence of this engineering design subsidiary in Kenya it would not 
have proved feasible for the Danish firm to cultivate flowers on a 
scale sufficient to make its operations rewarding,,.,since, it has at all 
times remained in close contact with the engineering design subsidiary. 

Backward Linkages 

There are two forms which those backward linkages may take. 
They may be in the sphere of production technology in which case the 
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linkages will concern capital goou firms, or they may be in the sphere of 
materials technology in which case the firms concerned will be 
intermediate goods firms. In the case of five out of the seven subsidiaries 
it can be said that backward linkages have arisen. 

(i) Backward linkages in production technology 

The presence of the tea machinery subsidiary in Kenya is a 
concrete sign that backward linkages have arisen in part from the 
operations of the tea subsidiary in Kenya. It would be a mistake to 
overestimate this contribution because much of this subsidiary's 
production technology is still imported. 

To a limited extent the operations of the engineering design 
subsidiary have led to backward linkages in production technology, but 
these linkages have been internal to the subsidiary. Recently the 
subsidiary has begun to manufacture its own panels by injecting 
polystyrene into wooden frames, and on a previous occasion (as we 
have seen) the subsidiary engaged in 'reverse engineering' and 
fabricated 1,000 air-conditioning unit to meet its own needs. 

As we have seen one pharmecutical subsidiary (C) has purchased 
about 20 per cent of its machinery locally since the takeover in 
1970. In association with a local engineer they are designing and 
building a tin-filling machine to meet the increased scale of production. 

The vehicle assembly subsidiary has had a few pieces of 
equipment manufactured locally. The jigs for the new assembly plant 
as well as the existing paint shop have been constructed locally to 
the design of the parent. 

(ii) backward linkages in materials technologv 

The tea subsidiary meets all of its packaging requirements 
from local producers, while the two pharmaceutical firms still import 
a proportion of their needs. In the past the link between their 
product technology and this importation has been strong as the only 
reason for not using local inputs has been the product differentiation 
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which they practise in common with their parents. For example, bottles 
have been produced locally and are used by both subsidiaries - yet some 
products which C manufactures (e.g. hand cream) are marketed in a 
bottle of a specific shape which is not produced locally. Therefore 
these bottles are imported. C has recently changed its policy in 
favour of purchasing local packaging materials, and by the end of 
1976 all packaging materials should be of local manufacture. This 
may necessitate changes in the design of some containers. The reason 
for this switch is a desire to cut inventories and to lessen the lead 
time between purchase and delivery of packing materials. 

One other subsidiary whose presence has led to backward 
linkages in materials technology is the vehicle assembler. A concerted 
attempt has been made to introduce some locally manufactured parts 
into the assembly operations in the new plant. This has led to the 
projected inclusion of locally manufactured batteries, tyres, ferafees soft 
trimmings, canvas and oil and air filters. The major linkage arises 
from the local fabrication of all bus and lorry bodies - this has led 
to significant activity by a large number of locally owned firms. 

The position with regard to the linkages is summarised 
in table 9. By definition forward linkages can only arise from the 
presence of capital and intermediate goods firms. The onwership of 
these linkages are largely local in the case of the two intermediate 
goods subsidiaries and largely foreign in the case of the capital goods 
subsidiaries. In the latter case this is probably a common pattern 
in that much of industrial investment in Kenya is foreign owned. However 
in the case of the two intermediate firms, the local ownership 
follows from the specific nature of these two industries - other 
intermediate products (e.g. packaging) are almost certainly widely 
used in the foreign dominated manufacturing sector. 

In the case of backward linkages there is little evidence of 
major linkages arising with regard to production technology, with 
the possible exception of the tea producer, in whose case the existence 
of the tea machinery subsidiary is a visible testament to the existence 
of such a backward linkage and vehicle assembly. Generally the other 
production technology linkages are insignificant. This no doubt reflects 
the absence of a well-developed capital goods sector in Kenya. What 
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does exist is split between the locally owned small scale workshops 
(e.g. manufacturing jigs, and containers and vehicle bodies) and the 
larger foreign owned subsidiaries (e.g. the two capital goods firms 
in our sample). 

The major backward linkage in the sphere of materials technology 
occurs with regard to packaging where a Canadian owned subsidiary dominates 
the field. All the consumer good firms in our sample purchase local 
packaging materials and this is to be expected; given the Droduct-techno-
-ogy orientation of their activities in Kenya. The only other case of 
backward linkages in materials technology is the provision of inputs 
into the vehicle assembly plant and these firms are largely foreign owned. 
In the case of the locally owned suppliers, the vehicle assembler had to 
exert a great deal of pressure before they were able to stimulate 
these local producers. 

On balance the evidence of linkages arising from the presence 
of the seven subsidiaries is limited. Where they do arise, the larger 
firms are invariably foreign owned, while the local firms are of a much 
smaller scale and in industries where there are few technological 
barriers to entry. This follows from the general nature of the 
industrial sector in Kenya which is only at the earliest stage of 
development, and which is largely dominated by foreign owned firms. 

In another study undertaken on over seventy multinationals 
operating in the Kenyan economy, Langdon (^l' f°und a similar absence 
of linkages arising from the presence of these foreign owned firms in 
Kenya. In the case of production technology he found that the "linkages 
are so limited that variations among different sorts of subsidiaries arc 
of little relevance; the whole sector performed poorly" (page 21). 
Materials technology linkages v/ere also very limited; although not 
to such a marked extent. Statistical analysis of his data suggests that 
three factors are associated with the low level of linkages - "parent 
firm integration", capital intensity and product differentiating 
activities (measured by relative advertising expenditure). Langdon 
explains this absence of linkages in the following terms. "Overall, 
though, the qualitative evidence suggests clearly that the indirect 
linkage impact of subsidiaries in Kenya is limited by the nature of the 
mnc package - its product/taste transfer implications, its capital 
intensive choice of technique, its integration of subsidiaries into 
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co-ordinated world plans, and its product differentiating style of 
business11 (; age 32). 

(b) Indian Sample 

In India, it is indeed very difficult to isolate various powerful 
factors from the role of the subsidiary in affecting linkages, for it is 
necessary to prove that but for the multinationals the relevant industry 
would not have developed. This indeed is/liard task in the context of 
India. In post-independence India the government's policy had been to 
develop various industries. In case a particular industry was not given 
sufficient attention, it has been a policy dedision not to establish 
such industries mainly for want of capital and foreign exchange 
resources.Therefore, the subsequent analysis in this respect confines 
itself to the role that the multinationals are playing in using these 
industries. 

Backward Linkages 

( ^ Backward linkages have not been important in the case of 
the /subsidiary. It relies mostly on raw material produced within 
the country which it processes , But in producing its packaging 
machinery it needs spare parts, which it buys from 10-12 small 
producers. These producers are supplied with the technical know-how, 
patterns, etc. Thus it affects some backward linkage. 

The edible oil company effects backward linkages only to the 
extent that it buys a feu capital goods from the local market. The 
existence of this sector cannot be in attributed to the operation of 
the company for capital goods industry development is largely the 
result of Government's policy and direct' participation. 

Nearly 50 per cent of the vehicle assemble's requirement for 
ancillary products is obtained from local suppliers. The bigger-
suppliers with foreign collaboration came into existence independently. 
The growth of local small scale industry was encouraged by the 
government* but.' the company did help some of these small units by 
providing blueprints, technical advice etc. Thus,it can be said that 
it has stimulated bac.cward linkages in this sector of the economy. 
But it ir not possible to arnic that without this, the industry would 
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not have come into existence for there are some important Indian units 
producing vehicles. 

Tne electronics subsidiary .as the vehicle company, relies 
considerably on the small scale units for supply of various spare parts etc. 
It has already been no ceo that che development of electronic industry 
has been one of the important policy objectives of the Government of India 
and in this sector apart from thir, company, public companies dominate. These 
small scale units were given considerable technical assistance in terms with regard to 
of design, blueprint quality control and in fact even/inventory control. 
But the company his not been directly responsible for generating any 
backward linkages. 

A large number of raw materials are required by the tyre 
industry and are produced in India by various factories operating with 
various collavoration arrangements. Even nylon tyre cord suitable for the 
automotive tyre industry is manufactured in India. Carbon Black 
and various necessary chemicals are produced in India. The company 
claims that it encour ged manufactur e of rubber processing machinery as 
in soim cases where it rendered technical help. Although it is not 
directly linked up with purchases, the company also claims that it was 
responsible in persuading oth>. r multinationals to manufacture certain 
moulding presses, mixing mills, hydraulic press etc-, locally. -. Further,it 
claims - rhat it helped bring local manufacturers and foreign investors 
into existence. On the other hand there is evidence that the development 
of the tyre industry is the result of ine entry of other multinationals 
and specific Government policy. It has been the policy of the Government 
to reduce-the domination of multinationals in the sector of tyre production. 
Various state units aru under construction. The company with its 
parent is supplying technology t.c these units. It is significant to 
note that the actual collaboration with these state units emanates 
from the parent company, with some help from the local subsidiary. 

The packaging subsidiary also depends on the supply of the small 
scale producers. 2b small suppliers provide machinery, spares and partsa 
rubber, plastic components, etc. It ge'-s these products by providing 
technical assistance. To that extent it generates a weak backward linkage. 

Since all the firms produce mainly direct consumer products and 
intermediate products under which one can include some electronics and 

, little 
vehicles, there is/evidence of forward linkages .in the sample except when 
they have sold to third parties some of their machinery as in the case 
of tea anc coffee packing machins:/. Thus, linkage generated by the 
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The major problem with this study has been the smallness of the 
sample of subsidiaries. This has not made it possible to systematically 
explore a set of hypothese, and although this is regretable, it is 
believed that the absence of research in this field (23),, justifies such 
a tentative papproach. The research must inevitably be seen in the 
context of the generation of hypotheses with regard to the behaviour of 
subsidiaries in underdeveloped economies, rather than in drawing 
definitive conclusions in this respect. One further problem has been the 
absence of detailed quantitative data on the Research and Development 
expenditure of the firms in the sample. The problem hare has been that 
it is unlikely that the detailed information required (e.g. on the 
breakdoen of expenditure) can be obtained int the context of interviews 
with senior management. Without exception the subsidiaries did not 
readily have at hand precise estimates of expenditure which are 
relevant to this study - short of detailed research in each subsidiary 
(requiring the co-operation of each subsidiary and a great deal of time) 
there has therefore been no alternative but to sidestep the problem of 
quantitative data and to concentrate instead on a qualitative approach. 
This has attempted to establish the nature of activities undertaken by the 
subsidiaries and the links which they have with their parents in the 
acquisition of new technology. 

The major conclusion which emerges from the research is that 
the extent of technical change generated within the subsidiaries, both 
in Kenya and India, was limited. Where it did occur it is largely 
explained by government policy (e.g. the heavy emphasis put on import 
substitution by the Indian government) or by geographical necessity 
(e.g. adaptation of production and product technology for climatic 
reasons; research on hail suppression in the tea industry). There is 
a clear indication that wherever possible, the parent prefers to undertake 
its Research and Development itself and to subsequently pass the results 
on to the subsidiary (e.g. research into instant tea technology). 

The probable explanation for this phenomenon is that one of the 
major competitive assets of an international firm is its technology. 
Control over this technology represents control over present and 
future markets, as well as control over subsidiaries so that they 
operate in the parents' interests. Confirmation of this fact is 
found in that in both Kenya and India, property rights over thechnology 
generated by the subsidiaries became the property of the parent alone. 
There were no exceptions to this policy. 
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(a) Country Specific Factors 

The smallness of the Kenyan econony and the 
its industrial sector are probably the main reasons explaining the lack 
of locally generated technical change. To some degree this undevelopment 
is countered by the role which Kenyan industry plays in East Africa -
this almost certainly explains to a large extent the nature of operations 
of three subsidiaries in the sample. The two capital goods subsidiaries 
as well as the two pharmaceutical subsidiaries supply the East and 
Central African market from their Kenyan plants. In all of these cases 
some technical change results from the need to serve these different 
markets. 

India is the second most populous country in the world. In 
terms of aggregate size it has one of /tli%rgest industrial sectors in 
the global economy (2l|)i By comparison with most underdeveloped 
economies, industrial activity in India has a long history - indeed in 
some sector.;, it predates the arrival of the colonial powers. It is 
thus to be expected that there would be more new technology 
generated in India than in Kenya and that it would be at a more 
'complex' level. Tne research results appear to support these contentions. 
The Indian subsidiaries appear to have spent more, both relatively and 
absolutely on Research and Development than the Kenyan ones. The 
activities they were engaged in also appear to have been more complex 
e.g. while the1 Kenyan pharmeceutical subsidiaries mixed imported 
inputs and tended to concentrate on product reformulations, their 
Indian counterparts produced chemicals adapting existing technology 
to use local raw materials and intermediate inputs. 

(b) Sector and Industry Specific Factors 

There are a number of broad sector specific factors which 
influence the behaviour of the subsidiaries in their generation of 
technical change. As is to be expected in the global context of 
oligopolistic competition (which is closely replicated in Kenya 
and India with the major difference that the markets are generally 
more concentrated and less competitive than those in developed countries), 
the consumer goods industries are characterised by product rather than 
price competition. 

By contrast intermediate products ire generally not characterised 
to such a great extent by changes in product technology. When product 
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technology is important it is less so in the case of product 
differentiation than innovation and adaptation. This is reflected in 
the behaviour of the cement subsidiary in particular whose major concern 
lies in the spheres of production and materials technology. 

It is in the nature of the activities of capital goods firms 
that adaptations of technology ore made to suit the specific needs of 
customers. This largely explains the fact that these two subsidiaries 
displayed a greater tendency than any other in the sample to themselves 
generate new technology. They also tended to be more independent from 
the control of the parent, although this may be a reflection of the 
specific industries chosen rather than of the capital goods sector as 
a whole. 

Aside from these broad sectoral factors (i.e. consumer, 
intermediate and capital goods sectors) there are a number of industry 
specific factors which are relevant. The operations of the tea 
machinery subsidiary is a case in point, in that it is a rather 
unusual case where the parent has moved its operations in the manufacture 
of tea machinery from Britain to Konya in order to bo close to the market 
and to take advantage of cheap labour in a relatively labour intensive 
process. Another example of industry specific factors is that of tea 
production, which unlike pharmaceuticals it is located in Kenya and 
India for environmental factors. This largely explains why these 
subsidiaries engage in particular types of Research and Development 
such as the use of new herbicide and fertiliser patterns and the develop-
ment of new strains of tea and cinchona bushes. 

(c) Firm Strategy and Market Conditions 

In addition to country and sector specific factors, it is 
quite possible that a subsidiary's performance in respect to 
generating new technology also reflects the specific policy of its 
parent, particularly in the context of market conditions at both 
the global and the local level. 

Probably parent policy is not as important a determinant of 
a subsidiary's activities as are sectoral and country factors. Market-
conditions also influence the decision of a multinational to locate 
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its subsidiary in a country and the behaviour of this subsidiary in 
the generation and acquisition of new technology. Thus the tea produced 
in our sample is concentrating the introduction of new varieties and 
products in Kenya rather than South Asia where government pressure is 
felt intensely. 

It is also probable that the differential behaviour of the 
two pharmaceutical subsidiaries represents the difference in the 
competitive position of the parents at the global level. While the 
two parents are amongst the three largest pharmaceutical firms in 
Britain, B is a much older and more firmly established firm than C. 
The latter firm, as is often the case of 'followers' in an oligopolistic 
market, tends to be more aggressively competitive and growth oriented. 
To some extent this is reflected in the behaviour of their subsidiaries 
in Kenya and in India. 

(d) Size, Capital Intensity and Longevity e'': 

Size, either in absolute terms or as a percentage of value 
added, is not positively correlated with the behaviour of the 
subsidiaries in generating new technology (see tables I and 4). If 
anything size appears to be inversely correlated with expenditure on 
Research and Development. It is extremely doubtful however whether 
this coincidence is casually related. 

It is doubtful, too whether longevity of operations is 
related to performance in the generation of Research and Development. As 
is also shown in tables 1 and 4, there appears to be no relationship 
at all in this respect. The only case where there is a clear indication 
that a subsidiary has increased its expenditure on Research and Development 
over the years is in the case of the engineering design subsidiary 
which was progressively expanded these activities since it began local 
design in the early 1960s. 

The apparent inverse relationship between capital intensity 
and Research and Development expenditure (table 2 and 4) in Kenya 
reflects the fact that the two capital goods firms have a high disembodied 
input which of necessity must be internal to the subsidiary. This 
input takes tha form of design staff, particularly in the case of the 
engineering design subsidiary. Aside from these to labour 
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intensive subsidiaries there is no relationship at all between capital 
intensity and Research and Development expenditure. 

(e) Share of Equity Held by Parent -

As can be seen from tables 1 and 4 thtore is little evidence 
that the share of equity held by the parent has any effect on the level 
of expenditure on Research and Development. It would probably 
be surprising if there were to be any link of this nature as the 
reason for disparities in parent shares of equity differ among the 
firms in the sample. 

(f) Government Policy as a Factor 

There has been little indication in this research that Kenyan 
government policy has had any effect on the behaviour of the subsidiaries 
in their generation and acquisition of new technology. In the case of 
one of the pharmaceutical subsidiaries, there is evidence that the 
imposition of tariffs by the government led the subsidiary to increase 
the number of products produced in Kenya - but even in the case of 
the pharmaceutical industry there appears to be no pattern in Government 
tariff policy which consistently induces subsidiaries to import raw 
materials and manufacture final products. It could be argued that the: 
government's (temporary) blocking of the Technical Service Fee by the 
tea producervas an attempt to induce the subsidiary to develop this 
technology itself- but since there is no limitation on the remission 
of dividends by the subsidiary itvas more likely to reflect the 
government's desire to prevent transfer pricing and to cut the foreign 
exchange loss. By contrast government policy in India has been of great 
importance in explaining the incidence of Research and Development by the 
subsidiaries. (24) Specific government policies (such as those on 
import substitution) have been complemented by other policies designed 
to increase the local availability of skilled manpower and to improve 
the operation of Indian research institutes. Tax incentives have been 
given, enforced divestment offered as an alternative to technological 
progress and attempts have been made to place controls over 
restrictive technology agreements. 
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The effective role of R & u as envisaged, i.e. , to become 
independent of the parent in generating new technology and adaptation 
of technology has not yet been achieved in India. However, in the 
context of emerging policy frameworka aimed at making India highly 
selective in importing technology, one can anticipate that these R & D 
units might have to play a more important role in the future. These 
units have developed an adequate technical base and have trained 
personnel to undetake this task. 

will 
The more specific aspects of FERA (25)/ definitely influence 

the operation of these subsidiaries in the coming years. Since most 
of these subsidiaries are not in the core sector, the parent's holding 
is expected to be reduced from majority ownerships to minority owner-
ships. As an alternative to this divestment they may be permitted to 
go into production for export and into essential sectors such as capital 
goods. Thus the tea subsidiary is beginning to produce need and push 
products for export. Similarly the packaging company is expected to go 
into the production of ball bearing, in collaboration with another foreg 
company. Another subsidiary is planning to enter production of printing 
machinery. In some cases, the parent already possesses the technology, 
in some cases it does not. In this context, it can be expected that the 
subsidiary will play a little more important role than has hitherto been 
the case. 

Some Other Points of Interest 

A number of points of interest are raised as a result of the 
research which do not concern the sources of variance in the behaviour 
of the seven subsidiaries. They do not fit into any pattern of 
observations so it is best to treat them individually. 
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of the world, which clearly has not been possible. It is the general 
impression though, that with the possible exception of the cement plant 
in Kenya (where the core plant was similar to that used in developed 
countries) all of the subsidiaries had chosen technology, core and 
peripheral, which is suitable to local conditions and which was not used 
by the parent. The most frequent factor influencing this choice in Kenya 
was the scale of the market. In India the most prevalent factor was 
adjustment to the use of local inputs. 

The existence of these choice patterns, differentiating the 
production technology used by the subsidiaries from that used by their 
parents, should not be taken to imply that the choice was undertaken by the 
subsidiary itself. As we have seen, few of the subsidiaries had both bthe 
right and the ability to choose new technology independently from the parent. 

(b) Transfer of Taste Preference and Standards 

There are many cases when the specification of a product 
influences either or both of the production and materials technology 
which is to be used. The transfer of taste patterns across national 
boundaries is an accepted phenomenon and the possibility arises that 
this transfer will affect the propensity of subsidiaries to adapt to the 
local environment. There is some evidence that this has occurred, 
particularly in the case of the two pharmaceutical firms. Here the 
desire of the parents to standardize product technology through the firm 
has led to the use of imported rather than local material inputs on a 
number of cases. Similarly the variability in quality resulting rrom 
the use of a labour intensive tin-filling machine has led one of the 
firms subsidiaries in Kenya to generate new production technology. 

In the case of the intermediate and capital goods 
subsidiaries it is not so much the transfer of tastes, but that of standards 
which influences the behaviour of tnene subsidiaries. 

(a) Core and Peripheral Activities 

The first concerns the distinction between core and 
non.core technology used by the subsidiaries in the sample. Pack as we 
have seen (page 6) draws the distinction between five basic processes 
involved in production, of which material processing - which we have 
referred to as core technology - is only one. Since the ability to choose 
amongst different technologies is in itself a technology it may be 
that the subsidiearies do possess i technological capability, but this 
ability is not reflecte so much in generation of technical change, but 
rather in the choice of more appropriate techniques. It is often 
argued that it is in the non-core processes that the greatest flexibility 
of choice arises. 

No systematic attempt was made in this research to establish 
whether the choice of more appropriate technology, particularly in 
peripheral activities, occurred in the subsidiaries. In part this was 
occasioned y by the belief that the only way to establish this was by 
paying visits to other subsidiaries or each firm in many other parts 
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In spite of these instances in which the transfer of taste 
patterns and standards from developed countries influences the propensity 
of the subsidiaries to generate new technology themselves, it would be 
dangerous to place too much emphasise on this phenomenon. More important 
factors exist which influence the behaviour of the subsidiaries in this 
respect. 

(c) Embodied and Disembodied Technology 

A distinction has been drawn in this research between embodied 
and disembodied (and in the latter case between man and firm-embodied) 
technology. The importance of this distinction is confirmed by the 
research. For the two capital goods subsidiaries particularly the disembodied 
technological input has been of great importance. Another factor of 
importance in this respect is the role which disembodied technological 
inputs appear to play in the circulation of technology through the firm -
the circulation of technology through the circulation of manpower has turned 
out to be an important factor for most of the subsidiaries in the sample. 

(d) Transfer Pricing 

One of the more surprising results of the research has been 
the relative absence of overt transfer pricing practices associated 
with the transfer of technology by parents to the subsidiaries. This 
contrasts with the results of research in other countries, particularly 
in Latin America.(26) To some extent this is a reflection of the absence 
of barriers to the remission of dividends in Kenya, compared to other 
countries such as Colombia, while in India it may reflect government 
awareness of these practices. But there may well be other channels used 
for transfexi-prico profits which are not easily visible in relation 
to the questions discussed in this research. It would not be accurate 
therefore to conclude that no transfer pricing takes place in the 
operations of these subsidiaries, but at the same time there is little 
evidence that it occurs in association with the transfer of technology 
from parent to subsidiary. 

(e) Quality Control 

The possibility of quality control leading to the generation 
and acquisition of new technology has been neglected in the literature 
on technical change. There is however clear evidence from this investigation 
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that there in a relatively strong link between quality control and 
the product, production and materials technology used by the subsidiaries. 
Not only is it possible to point to specific instance? where this link 
has occurred but the orders of magnitudes involved are also of interest 
( s e" tables TU. j In'Kenvf. not only two cases (tea machinery and engineering aossEgg5;dMd expenditure on Research 

Development exceed that on quality control. This is to be expected, 
as both these two subsidiaries had relatively large formalised Research 
and Development activities. 

(f) Some Dynamic Considerations 

The development of the industrial sector in Kenya is still 
in its infancy. Clearly this affects the behaviour of the subsidiaries 
with regard' to their generation and acquisition of new technology. The 
important question which arises is whether there are factors which 
would lead us to believe that these (and similar) subsidiaries will 
become more active in the generation of their own, more appropriate 
products and techniques. The answer to this question must essentially 
be agnostic given the limited scope of the present study. The experience 
of the engineering design subsidiary which has gradually built-up 
its own (no necessarily 'appropriate') technological capability over the 
past fifteen years must be contrasted with that of C, the pharmaceuticals 
subsidiary which was previously indpendent of ties with a parent 
multinational. 

Which of these two examples in a closer portent of the future 
is difficult to tell. However as the Kenyan market increases (perhaps 
in concert with increased exports) the pressures of scale economies 
are probably likely to lessen the chances of the generation of technology 
by the subsidiaries themselves. At present the extent of their activities 
in this field reflects the scale of their operations and the greater 
this scale becomes the more suitable will parent technology be. 

One potentiality dynamic factor does not appear to have had 
, in Kenya. 

any affect on the behaviour of these subsidiaries/ This is the 
possibility of government measures inducing these firms to develop 
their own technology. The only example in which government measures 
have had any impact on the innovative activities of the subsidiaries in 
this sample has been the imposition of tariffs which has had some affect 
in inducing the subsidiaries to increase the number of products 
manufacturer* (perhaps ' assembled' is more accurate) in Kenya. Indeed 
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the absence of government policy (e.g. with regard to the tea subsidiary 
in contrast with South Asia) has probably had more affect than any 
policies which have been implemented over the decade since independence. 

Government policy in India suggests that expenditure on Research 
and Development will increase in future years. This may well lead to a 
situation where subsidiaries consolidate expertise relevant to operating 
conditions in underdeveloped countries in which the parent has little 
experience. The situation may well arise where global strategies of 
the multinationals may adjust to allow subsidiaries in particular 
countries like Indie to specialise in particular spheres and be responsible 
for the marketing of this technology to other under developed economies (27) 

However these optimistic considerations must be tempered in view 
of the known operating characteristics of multinational firms. To them, 
control over technology is vital if their globally comaetitive position 
is to be maintained in the future. They are therefore not likely to 
willingly give up the technological dominance which they have established 
in a particular sector of production. The power of governments to 
affect the international distribution of scientific activities is tempered 
by the relative powers oi these large multinational firms, and even 
though the Indian government clearly has more 'clout' than that of a 
small country like Kenya, the power of the firms to determine the 
geographical location, the orientation and the appropriation of 
property rights over new developments, should not be lightly underestimated. 
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Footnotes 

1. The issues on this section are treated in a more thorough fashion in 
earlier versions of the research. See R. Kaplinsky, Institute 

tor Development Studies Working Paper 228, 197^ and S. Christi, 
Mimeo, 1975a. 

2. The relationship between the two cement subsidiaries in Kenya is 
as follows. The British parent and a Swiss multinational each hold 
14 per cent of the equity of the subsidiary in our sample, and the 
British parent holds the Technical Contract for this subsidiary. 
The British and Swiss parents each hold 40 per cent of the equity of 
the other cement firm in Kenya, and in this case the Technical 
agreement as held by the Swiss parent. It is not clear what affect 
these interlocking links have on subsidiary operations although the 
subsidiary in this sample produces only for the Kenyan market (and 
has announced no plans for expansion) whila the oompetitor 
produces predominantly for the export market and is in the process 
of expanding capacity to 1.25 million tons per annum, 1 million of 
which will be for export. 

3. The buses and trucks are' assembled 'on a one-off basis and are tailor-
made to suit the requirements of particular customers. By contrast 
the smaller four-wheel drive vehicles are produced on a small assembly-
line. However, there is no substantive difference in technology 
here^ as the adaptations required for particular customers of heavy 
vehicles concern the length of the chassis and the size of the 
engine which are to be installed - these changes do not require complex 
knowhow or heavily capitalised production technology. The 
existing assembly line does not assemble fully knocked down 
Kits (although it is hoped to do so in the new assembly plant) and 
some components (e.g. engines, gearbox) are imported already 
assembled. 

4. All £ are sterling. This conversion has been made to facilitate 
comparison with the Indian subsidiaries and the operations of the. 
parents in Britain. The exchange rate used is 17/- = £1 and Rs. 
18.53 = £1 which were the going rates at the time the research 
was undertaken. The pound has been devalued recently and this means 
that current values in Sterling will be higher than these used in 
this study by over" 16%. 

5. For a discussion of the importance of equity as a control mechanism 
by parents over subsidiaries, Sec Kaplinsky(1976). 

6. This pattern reflects the importance of foreign trade as a proportion 
of GNP. Thus the share of imports in GNP was % in Kenya and % 
in India in 197 and that of exports was % and % 
respectively. 

7. This point and above figures on labour saving are made by S. Langdon 
in a private communication to the authors. 
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8. H. Pack, 1972. 

jgC. In the United States selling and promotional expenses in the 
pharmaceutical industry range from three to four times the amount spent 
on R & D and account for about one third of the value of sales. See 
S. Lall, August 19 74. 

10. Recently the parent of Firm B decided to supply the Malaysian baby 
food marker from Kenya, rather than from Britain. The problem has 
been that the taste of Kenyan cereal products is slightly different 
from that of British cereals, and in spite of attempts to change the 
formulation of the baby foods, the result has been the erosion of 
the firm's market position in Malaysia. 

11', When the Group originally tried to develop instant tea technology, a 
different process was explored which required a change in tea input 
from the Kenyan subsidiary. This induced changes in production and 
material technology ip ̂ Kenya^ frnd̂ were this instant tea technology 
to have been ges in'production technology led to 
changes in both production and materials technology. 

12'. M. Todaro and H. Pack, November 1969. 
13. FERA specifies measuring diverstment or the production of a priority good 
11.Hl-. <for^1Sr^escrip^on of the NSF definition, see E. Mansfield, 1968. 

15'- For a review on the literature concerning Research and Development 
and size of firm. See M.I. Kamien and N.L. Schwartz, March, 1975. 

16. |tieng issues are ̂ rgated. specifically in R. Kaplinsky and K. Hoffman 1975)b) 
17- Tn tills discussion we are concerned with the autonomy of a subsidiary 

to specify itself the technology which it requires. This is not the 
same thing as the rights to purchase this technology independently. 
Control over capital expenditure is the main control mechanism 
excercised by parents over subsidiaries (see R. Kaplinsky. 1976.) 
and in the case of most of them subsidiaries in this sample, the parent 
laid down clear rules on the maximum capital expenditure (which 
was usually in the region of £1,000 to £2,000), which could be 
undertaken independently from the parents' agreement. 

18'- The relative autonomy of both of these pharmaceutical subsidiaries 
us rather surprising when comparison is made with the same industries 
in other underdeveloped countries. Vaitsos, (1974)for example found 
that the overpricing of intermediate inputs purchasee from the parent 
was an important avenue for transfer pricing for a combination of two 
factors. Firstly in Colombia many of the pharmaceutical firms 
in question were locally owned, while in Kenya both subsidiaries 
are wholly-owned by the parents. Since there are no barriers in 
the remission of profits, in Kenya, there may be little need for such 
forms of transfer pricing. Secondly, neither of these firms, 
(particularly B), were large scale producers of these inputs. In 
Most cases the inputs such as aspirin powder are easily available 
in a competitive world market. This would suggest that subsidiary 
B is more likely to purchase inputs from the parent than C. 
Unfortunately no information was provided from B with regard to the 
amount of inputs purchased from the parent or the make-up of these 
inputs. In the case of C we do know that where the parent does 
'monopolise' the manufacture of a specific input - perfume - the 
subsidiary acquires these from its parents. 
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19. Nevertheless, there are still, of course, considerations which 
suggest that it would pay this firm to transfer price, irrespective 
of the absence of Government controls. See Vaitsos (1974). 

20. See Vaitosos (1974), Chudnovsky 

21. See S. Langdon, 1375. 

22. A.O. Hirschman, 1958. 

23. For two exceptions, see Katz, 1974 and L. Fairdhild, undated. 

24. S. Chisti, 1975 b. 

25. Foreign Exchange Restriction Act. See footnote le. 

26. Vaitsos 1974, Chudnovsky 19 

27. The case of Kirloskar, the Indian company, is instructive on this 
point. Initially much of its technological capability was gained 
through a joint venture with an american firm. Having obsorbed 
much througn this joint venture, Kirloskar is becoming a 
multinational in its own right. It sells its equipment (much of 
it such as low-revuing diesel engines, is appropriate for other 
underdeveloped countries) to maw other developed and underdeveloped 
countries and is new on the process of setting up its own 
subsidiaries abroad. For example there are plans- to build a 
Kirloskar plant in Kenya before the end of the decade. 
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